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PC-based control and TwinCAT achieve numerous
milestones in automation technology history
S2000
Software PLC/NC/CNC
on PC (DOS)

The milestones of
TwinCAT development

1988

1993

1996

S1000
Software PLC/NC
on PC (DOS)

TwinSAFE

2005
TwinCAT
real-time software package
under Windows with
PLC and Motion Control
functions

2008

2010
XFC
eXtreme
Fast Control
Technology

In the years following 1986, Beckhoff introduced the S1000 and S2000 PC-

to create machine safety projects. A new generation of motherboards – called

based control systems to the market. From 1990 onwards, Beckhoff developed

CBxxxx – was presented in 2007. Available in various packages, this motherboard

the hardware platforms themselves and used the company’s own all-in-one

was very successful in the market. With new Industrial PCs, EtherCAT, I/O terminals

motherboard for the C2000 Industrial PCs. TwinCAT – The Windows Control and

with special functions and, of course, TwinCAT, it was possible in 2008 to achieve

Automation Technology – was introduced in 1996. In a new approach, Beckhoff

a response time of less than 100 µs and thus significantly improve processes.

adopted the Windows operating system after DOS and added a complete engineering environment in one software solution. The configuration was carried out

Performance boost with the new TwinCAT generation

in the TwinCAT System Manager and the software could be programmed according to IEC 61131-3 as established by PLCopen. Motion control functions could

A new era began for TwinCAT in 2010 with the introduction of TwinCAT 3. An
essential feature was the integration into Microsoft Visual Studio® which meant

be implemented from simple traversing axes to coupled axes to CNC. Openness

further convergence of IT and automation technology in the Beckhoff ecosystem.

with regard to different fieldbuses was also a must, consistently configured and

As a result, the same methods and toolboxes can be used in IT and automation

diagnosed in the TwinCAT System Manager.

technology. IT relies on C++, which automation engineers can now also use
in TwinCAT; the automation technology is well equipped in the third edition of

control devices. The CX1000 Embedded PC was the first to be equipped with both

IEC 61131-3 with object-oriented features for PLC languages. The integration
of MATLAB®/Simulink® – known from the academic world – complements the

the Windows operating system in the respective embedded version as well as the

range of possible programming languages. With TwinCAT 3, the TwinCAT runtime

very compact Windows CE operating system, with TwinCAT Runtime available

is available for 64-bit operating systems, and the multi-core properties of the

for both operating systems. Safety technology was the next big component in

processors are optimally used. As an example, TwinCAT 3 and the C6670 Industrial

the PC-based control toolkit. In 2005, Beckhoff introduced TwinSAFE with both

Server presented in 2014 with up to 40 cores, enables the parallel execution of

new “yellow” terminals and safety-related engineering in the TwinCAT System

particularly computationally intensive tasks, such as measurement technology,

Manager. A simple graphical configuration instead of programming was sufficient

image processing, XTS and XPlanar.

In addition to classic Industrial PCs, Beckhoff also developed DIN rail-mountable
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Hans Beckhoff founded Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik in 1980. The first projects were control systems based on a Motorola
microprocessor for machines in the wood and window frame construction industry. The term “personal computer (PC)”, became
increasingly and exclusively associated with the IBM PC and its IBM-compatible PC-replicas from 1981 onwards. Variants of
the x86 processor family were installed and the DOS operating system was used. In 1986, Beckhoff modified the hardware and
operating system in such a way that motion control could also be implemented with it – a long and, above all, innovative and
successful path to today's modular TwinCAT 3 software generation.

TwinCAT HMI
for platformindependent
user interfaces

TwinCAT 3
eXtended Automation
Technology (XAT)

TwinCAT Vision
Machine vision
integrated into
automation
technology

TwinCAT IoT
for simple cloud
communication

2014

2015
Many-core
control
software

2016

2017

2020

TwinCAT Analytics
Recording and
analysis of
process data

TwinCAT
Machine Learning
scalable, open
and in real time
TwinCAT
Cloud Engineering
smart engineering
directly in the cloud

Industrie 4.0 was the dominant topic in the following years. Numerous TwinCAT

The year 2020 was marked by the introduction of TwinCAT Cloud Engineering and

IoT products became available, especially for provider-independent connectivity to

TwinCAT Machine Learning. TwinCAT Cloud Engineering moves the TwinCAT tools

the cloud. The technology behind TwinCAT HMI – introduced in 2015 – was once

to the cloud. In the future, TwinCAT Machine Learning will ensure much higher

again looking to IT. The technology behind the standard web browser has been

efficiency in the area of motion control, it will be used to create virtual sensors

and will continue to be oriented towards HTML and CSS. Why not implement this

and it will be used to analyze large data volumes.

successful technology in automation as well? The advantages include numerous
available toolboxes and the possibility to display the visualization with any
browser, completely independent of the operating system. With the ability to send
data to the cloud using IoT protocols, the need to analyze this data emerged. As
a result, TwinCAT Analytics emerged in the automation environment in 2016. In
2017, Beckhoff introduced TwinCAT Vision with numerous advantages over existing machine vision solutions: complete integration into the engineering toolboxes,
programming in PLC languages, and the embedding of algorithms in real time,
which eliminates unnecessary latencies. This means that image processing can be
operated synchronously with motion control.
In 2019 Beckhoff introduced a new operating system with the CX7000 small con-

Left: Andreas Thome,
Senior Product Manager,
PC-Control
Right: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager, TwinCAT

troller. TwinCAT/RTOS represented a very lean solution for the smallest controllers.
At the same time, Beckhoff created an OS for medium to large processors with
TwinCAT/BSD. Neither of the operating systems are intended to replace Windows
– they complement it.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat
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TwinCAT supports a wide range
of functions in engineering
and runtime applications
TwinCAT is a comprehensive automation software suite with
matching components for use in many different application
areas. On the one hand, these include the engineering products for configuring and programming an application. On
the other hand, the so-called runtime products are available,
the basis of which is the real-time environment for a variety
of operating systems.

The tasks which ensure that the inputs and outputs of the various fieldbuses

be developed in the required language – Safety C – and safely executed in

are queried and set are made available within the runtime environment.

TwinCAT real-time.

If required, a PLC can be added, which is programmed in the standard
IEC 61131-3 languages. Furthermore, several PLCs can be used simultaneously

The engineering toolbox, which extends the basic TwinCAT Engineering,

in a TwinCAT system on one PC – and have several tasks that can also be

includes TwinCAT Scope with many options for the graphical representation

executed on different cores of the Industrial PC. In this way, the performance

of analog and digital signals. Additionally, it includes diagnostic tools such as

and bandwidth of the computer can be utilized in the best possible way.

the ADS Monitor and the Realtime Monitor. TwinCAT HMI features a powerful
engineering environment that is integrated into Visual Studio®. Here visual-

Motion control with numerous axes is supported for simple point-to-point

izations can be created and tested in a simple, graphical manner. Once the

movements and also for cam plates or couplings. Interpolating movements

visualization is ready, it is transferred to a target device with an HMI server,

can be implemented with TwinCAT NC I and TwinCAT CNC (see p. 28). In

executed by it and displayed using any web browser.

addition, robots can easily be moved with corresponding kinematic transformations in TwinCAT (see p. 27).

Numerous TwinCAT measurement technology products enable the machine
builder or system integrator to capture and analyze measured values.

Integration in programming and functionality

TwinCAT Analytics (see p. 34), for instance, enables easy graphical configura-

Programming in the IEC 61131-3 languages – i.e. conventional PLC pro-

tion. TwinCAT Analytics is usually run on a server or even a virtual machine

gramming – is used by the majority of TwinCAT users (see p. 24). If required,
the high-level languages C or C++ as well as MATLAB® and Simulink®

in the cloud. On the other hand, TwinCAT Condition Monitoring is typically

from MathWorks® can also be used and integrated seamlessly, which

broadest sense, measurement technology also includes the TwinCAT products

means that programs created with these languages can be executed in

in the area of machine learning (see p. 38). This relatively new technology

the TwinCAT real-time environment. In the area of machine safety, TwinCAT

can be used to analyze measured values or optimize machine processes

Safety Logic is available to users. This means that safe applications can

automatically.

an application that is permanently executed on a target device. In the
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Runtime
TwinCAT is a modular automation software suite that seamlessly combines standard control functions with additional functionalities such as robotics, machine vision and artificial intelligence.

Control modules are available in the TwinCAT Controller Toolbox. The tem

processed directly in the PLC. For this purpose, approximately 600 algorithms

perature controller can be used for special control processes.

are available in a PLC library, which enables machine vision programming in
common PLC programming languages.

Movements can be configured, parameterized, programmed and also commissioned using TwinCAT Motion Control. In addition to simple A-to-B motion,

In addition to all these solutions, other special products and functions are

TwinCAT PTP can also be used to implement cam plate and gear coupling

available for specific industries. This applies, for example, to industries such

functions. TwinCAT NC I is used to control interpolating movements of up to

as wind energy, plastics, entertainment, packaging, processing and building

three axes, e.g. in laser cutters. The TwinCAT CNC package with many func-

automation (see p. 56).

tional extensions is perfect for all kinds of machine tools.
Communication standards are supported
Machines and systems often need to exchange data with other machines or
with MES/ERP systems. Various communication systems and protocols are
available for this purpose. TwinCAT OPC UA (see p. 55) is certainly the most
widely used protocol for machine connectivity in this context. To connect wind
turbines, for example, support for industry-specific telecontrol protocols is
required – and also available with TwinCAT software products.

Left: Béla Höfig,
Product Manager TwinCAT
Right: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT

The integration of machine vision and industrial image processing in
TwinCAT is relatively new. TwinCAT Vision (see p. 36) can be used to configure
and commission cameras in TwinCAT Engineering. The images are then sent
from the camera to the IPC in the GigE Vision communication standard and

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat
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Virtual roundtable discussion at last year’s SPS Connect with user experts Peter Kurhajec (left) from MTS and Jakob Sagatowski (right) from Dry Phase Patterning

Users confirm TwinCAT is a
future-oriented software platform
Openness, consistency, comprehensive functionality and, above all, the connection between IT and automation technology (AT)
are the key features that users value in TwinCAT 3 as a future-oriented software platform. This was confirmed by Peter Kurhajec
from Slovakian machine manufacturer MTS and Jakob Sagatowski from Dry Phase Patterning, a Swedish manufacturer of systems
for electronic circuitry manufacturing, during an expert panel discussion at SPS Connect 2020 and during the concurrent Interactive Automation Days held by Beckhoff.
Peter Kurhajec, Technical Director for the TwinCAT 3-based engineering platform

previously carried out in C++ could now be realized much faster. A good example,

Inxton and CTO of MTS, sees the following TwinCAT advantages, among others:

and one of the most exciting projects I have worked on, is the Extremely Large

“When Beckhoff introduced the integration of TwinCAT in Visual Studio®, this was

Telescope (ELT) in Chile. For one subsystem of the primary mirror of the ELT we

exactly the solution we were looking for in terms of software development. With

used 132 identical PLCs. Modern software development practices and supporting

TwinCAT 3, Beckhoff breaks the barrier between the IT and AT worlds in a way that

tools are no longer only available for the IT-world, but we could also utilize this

no other platform currently does. TwinCAT optimally supports our idea of bringing

for the ELT PLC software. And this is possible with TwinCAT, for example, with

PLC and the higher-level-framework .Net together. It helps us develop applications

the help of the Automation Interface and the integrated static code analysis.

for Inxton faster. Compared to using other technologies, we only need a fraction of

TwinCAT's future orientation can be seen in the wide range of functions that are

the time. Another crucial factor for efficient and reliable software development is

continuously integrated. Dry Phase Patterning, for example, is already successfully

that TwinCAT is a truly open platform and can be integrated with version control.

using TwinCAT Vision and TwinCAT HMI.”

This is especially true for larger development teams and makes our daily work
much easier. Compared to other platforms, TwinCAT already represents the future
from our point of view, for example, with the machine learning functionality,
which is very interesting for us.”
Jakob Sagatowski, Software Engineer at Dry Phase Patterning and operator of
the AllTwinCAT user blog and a corresponding Youtube channel, benefits from
TwinCAT 3 in the following way particularly: “I originally came from IT development and therefore mostly used C++, Java and other IT languages. The more
I worked with TwinCAT 3, the more fascinated I was because all development

More information:
www.inxton.com
www.dppatterning.com
www.alltwincat.com
www.youtube.com/jakobsagatowski
www.beckhoff.com/interactive-automation-days
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TwinCAT
fully leverages
the convergence
of IT and OT
One of the reasons – perhaps the most important – for the success of PC-based control
technology from Beckhoff is the constant
focus on adopting standard IT for industrial
purposes. What hardware is being used successfully in that area? How does standard
IT actually make good software and what
communication options are used? In addition
to corresponding hardware developments,
proven software trends in IT are also incorporated into PC-based control, so that TwinCAT
users can take full advantage of the convergence between IT (information technologies)
and OT (operational technologies).

The integration of TwinCAT
into Visual Studio® was a particularly big step in the ongoing
convergence of IT and OT.

As early as 1986, Beckhoff decided to use a PC as the hardware platform for

also be useful for creating automation software. Consequently, Visual Studio®

machine control, because PC technology was already distinguished by a high

was expanded to include I/O and axis configuration functions as well as PLC

degree of stability and performance. And while PC technology is still the most

programming. Conversely, the C++ programming language was made acces-

dynamically developing technology, it has also proven to be very reliable and

sible to TwinCAT users.

stable, with architectural components that have remained essentially unchanged since 1986.

The advent of Industrie 4.0 and the interconnection of manufacturing, machine
and cloud systems led to the next level of advanced automation. IT uses the

In addition to hardware suitable for industrial use, a control system also requires

cloud to store data, for global data analysis, and for remote programming. With

an operating system, just like a PC does in IT applications. In the early years,

the TwinCAT IoT products Beckhoff offered MQTT communication from the PLC

DOS was the primary operating system. Real-time support could be guaranteed

to the cloud at an early stage – again adopting an IT standard, since all cloud

with appropriate extensions developed by Beckhoff. This meant that, as early

service providers support MQTT. TwinCAT Analytics provides data analysis soft-

as 1986, PLC and motion control together with visualization could be executed

ware that can be run in the cloud, and TwinCAT Cloud Engineering opens the

on the same PC. With TwinCAT, a switch to the Windows operating systems

possibility of browser-based programming and configuration.

took place in 1996 – and this has not changed until today. At the same time,
the area of server operating systems was closely observed with developments
revolving around Linux as well as FreeBSD. Beckhoff has again recognized an
important trend here and now provides a corresponding operating system with
TwinCAT Runtime in the form of TwinCAT/BSD to supplement Windows. In 2003,
a successor to the Beckhoff Lightbus fieldbus technology was sought and found
in the IT sector because a high degree of standardization made Ethernet a highly

Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT

suitable alternative. Accordingly, Beckhoff combined existing fieldbus expertise
with Ethernet and developed EtherCAT as a result.
Beckhoff has also consistently analyzed the engineering capabilities to discover which methods and toolboxes are used to create software in IT. The
answer was simple: Microsoft Visual Studio®. The framework it provides, such
as for source code versioning, UML and agile software development, would

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat
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Efficient TwinCAT
Engineering reduces costs
and programming effort
When calculating the costs of a machine or plant, the engineering part is often overlooked or underestimated.
Moreover, in some cases, the engineering costs are very high and include more than the initial development costs.
They may cover the costs for commissioning and maintenance – including troubleshooting and further development – over the entire service life of the machine or system. Here TwinCAT software represents an ideal solution
with its integration in Visual Studio® and many additional functions.

Microsoft Visual Studio® is an established development environment used to

The more extensive the software, the more difficult it is to keep track of.

create and maintain software applications on a global scale. The automation

Here, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) can help. With the UML class

engineer can also leverage this platform with TwinCAT. Maintenance includes

diagram – known from IT programming languages – it is very easy to graph-

versioning software using source code management tools – such as Microsoft

ically represent all interdependencies of the classes. In addition, TwinCAT

Team Foundation Server, SVN, or Git – that can be easily accessed using the
built-in interfaces of Visual Studio®.

UML offers the option to use a simple graphical programming language for
the sequence control of a machine via the state diagram. The advantage of
UML is that this type of representation and state programming is well known

Use established IT procedures

and popular in IT.

Agile software development is the method of choice in IT: responding quickly
and flexibly while maintaining high software quality. That is exactly what is

Not only is the amount of software in machines growing, but also the process

needed in the automation environment. So why not use the same methods

speed of these machines. As a result, it is increasingly important to be able

and toolboxes? Through the integration of TwinCAT in Visual Studio this is

to optimize the processing times in the PLC while the plant is running. This is

easily possible. Toolboxes for Continuous Integration and Continuous Deploy-

very easy to do with the new TwinCAT Profiler. Well prepared, the programmer

ment have interfaces to Visual Studio® and therefore automatically interface

can quickly see at which points in the process time is consumed and optimize

with TwinCAT. The TwinCAT Automation Interface supports all processes auto-

it accordingly. The profiler is based on another new tool for monitoring and

matically, without manual intervention.

optimizing real-time applications. Even with many tasks running on many

®

processor cores of an IPC, the TwinCAT Realtime Monitor provides a simple
C++ or C# are the standard IT programming languages and are object-ori-

graphical overview of the time sequences and dependencies. This means

ented, of course. With the third edition of IEC 61131-3, PLC programmers can

bottlenecks can be more easily identified and remedied. By placing markers

use all the possibilities of object orientation. If needed, it is possible to mix

in the sequence, developers can also monitor the process of a machine. Prob-

"normal" code and object-oriented code using all five available programming

lems in the process – such as unnecessary waiting times – can be detected

languages.

and eliminated.
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The One-Click Dashboard from TwinCAT Analytics
is one of the latest developments that saves a lot
of valuable engineering time.

Control cabinet design and HMI

its various display formats and options to export data to Excel files, among

Along with software development, it is also critical to consider control cabinet

other things.

design with the overall automation technology. In order to increase engineering efficiency, TwinCAT offers an interface for the standardized exchange

If a large number of machines need to be analyzed and optimized worldwide,

format AutomationML. With this TwinCAT XCAD interface, topology data from

TwinCAT Analytics can be used. The collection, storage and analysis of data

ECAD systems can be transferred to TwinCAT and, if necessary, additional PLC

are completely integrated. With TwinCAT HMI and the One-Click Dashboard

content can be generated automatically.

(pictured) from TwinCAT Analytics, the results can be displayed quickly and
without any programming effort. And all this is also possible in the cloud.

A human machine interface (HMI) is also almost always part of the machine

With TwinCAT Cloud Engineering, all engineering tools can be used in a

software in automation technology. Its creation should be closely connected

virtual machine in the cloud. The advantage for the programmer is no complex

with the PLC development. For this purpose, TwinCAT HMI offers an advanced

installation of tools on the laptop; an Internet browser is sufficient.

architecture with HTML5 and JavaScript as well as an engineering interface in
Visual Studio®. Here the user does not need to have any knowledge of HTML
and JavaScript. A what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) editor instantly
shows the resulting visualization in the browser. This makes it very easy to
get started.

Left: Béla Höfig,
Product Manager TwinCAT
Right: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT

Convenient diagnostics – even during operation
Diagnostic tools are important when the machine is being programmed or
even when it is already in operation at the end customer’s facilities. When
a machine is in operation, it may be necessary to record analog or digital
values and display them graphically, which is easy with TwinCAT Scope and

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/te1000
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TwinCAT Cloud Engineering simplifies
IoT-based automation
Connectivity is making a world of difference: In 2018, more than 7 billion Internet-of-Things
devices were active worldwide, and experts are predicting that this figure could still increase
threefold to 22 billion by 2025. All these devices are able to connect via a scalable infrastructure
provided by the cloud. Cloud computing also presents a huge opportunity for machine builders
and plant operators: By maximizing the potential of PC- and cloud-based control technology to
create automation networks, they can gain and retain a competitive edge over the intermediate
and longer term.

Sven Goldstein, Product Manager
TwinCAT Connectivity & IoT

Connecting machines and equipment – both locally and, more importantly,

Direct access via web browser

across multiple locations – not only breaks ground for new business models.

Users can access the TwinCAT Cloud Engineering environment through the

It also boosts efficiency throughout production processes – from engineering

central, web-based customer portal myBeckhoff. Working in a freely config-

to cloud-based operational data analysis to dependable predictive mainte-

urable dashboard, they can view any instances they create and can start

nance strategies for greater availability and less downtime. As a specialist in

and stop these instances themselves as needed, which helps keep provision-

PC-based control, Beckhoff helps users implement highly efficient IoT-based

ing costs down. Users can initiate a web-based remote desktop connection

automation strategies by integrating the full range of machine functionality

to an instance from the dashboard. All they need to establish an HTTPS

– from PLCs and motion control, to robotics, machine vision, HMIs and ma-

connection is a web browser. No special software installations or changes

chine learning – on an open, central control platform. With PC-based control

to corporate firewall settings are required. Users can simply access a project

technology, users can connect their machines, equipment and production

from within an instance using the familiar TwinCAT XAE toolchain and use

lines to tap into potential efficiency gains across all their processes. Here,

a Git-based tool that is provided there for collaborative source code man-

TwinCAT Cloud Engineering offers an ideal foundation by enabling users to

agement.

create and manage instances easily in the cloud, complete with integrated
analytics and HMI.

Setting up a TwinCAT Cloud Engineering instance takes just a few minutes
using a special, automated process. As the user interface runs in a web brows-

TwinCAT Cloud Engineering enables all existing TwinCAT Engineering and

er, there is no need to install and operate any other software components, and

Runtime products from Beckhoff to be instantiated and operated directly in

the user interface will work on any operating system or end device.

the cloud. With easy access via the Beckhoff website, the cloud-based solution
allows registered users to perform a range of tasks, including the creation of

TwinCAT instances can be operated with different TwinCAT versions across a

TwinCAT Cloud Engineering instances, which can connect to physical control

user base. It’s service departments of machine builders that benefit in particu-

hardware over a secure transport channel. Access is charged for according to

lar from the simple deployment of TwinCAT. Several TwinCAT instances can be

a fair pricing model which allows users to choose whether to continue using

set up in specific versions for a machine or machine generation and can then

their instance once the trial phase expires. In any case, users benefit from

be employed by multiple users. Service engineers would just have to start the

all well-known advantages of the TwinCAT control architecture and tools for

specific instance for the machine in question. An installation of all different

decentralized collaboration, such as an integrated source control repository.

engineering tool versions on the various employee PCs is no longer necessary.

PC Control 04 | 2021
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TwinCAT Cloud Engineering
enables engineering PC, software
instance and control system to
work together efficiently.

Secure ADS
ADS-over-MQTT
OPC UA

HTTPS

Machine controller
Engineering workstation

Connection to physical control systems

non-existent. However, TwinCAT Cloud Engineering meant that the Beckhoff

Communication between the virtual space and the physical space with the

training courses, for example, could still take place. Here, instead of physically

actual control hardware can be based either on Secure ADS or on ADS over

existing demo racks, several TwinCAT Cloud Engineering instances served as

MQTT, with data connections protected by standard security mechanisms

work equipment, which the training participants could operate conveniently

such as TLS and specific certificates. Control connections are handled in a

from their computers, while trainers and participants stayed in contact via

fully transparent way for users, in the same way as they have always been. In

regular web conferencing tools.

addition, OPC UA provides another transport channel to the instance, which
can be used to integrate third-party systems as well.
Broad fields of application
Due to the generic structure of the platform and the modular control concept
of TwinCAT, familiar application scenarios from the automation world can now
also be operated in the cloud. However, central provision and simple integration also open up numerous new fields of application: When the Corona pandemic severely restricted travel over a long period of time, the possibilities to
conduct classroom-based training, among other things, were highly limited or

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/cloud-engineering
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Fast and flexible implementation of
reliable control programs with TwinCAT PLC
Programmable logic controls (PLCs) have been known and popular throughout industry for versatile applications for many years.
Since 1994, control applications have been programmed according to the IEC 61131-3 standard. TwinCAT PLC software also supports this standard, which describes not only PLC programming languages, but a complete architecture for machine control logic. It
describes tasks, blocks of code, data types and programming languages, among other things

The IEC 61131-3 standard currently provides five different programming lan-

sequence must be eliminated. First, all current values are displayed in the editors

guages – two textual and three graphical. TwinCAT PLC supports the use of the

of the individual languages. Monitoring the sequence flow also allows engineers

language of choice or a combination of different languages. The assembler-like

to see which lines or networks are currently being traversed, giving a very quick

programming language Instruction List (IL) is rarely used anymore. Mainly Struc-

overview of what is happening at any given time. By setting variables, the flow

tured Text (ST) is used, which is similar to the Pascal language and is considered

can be specifically overridden and set in a desired direction for test purposes.

a high-level language. The graphical languages Function Block Diagram (FBD)

More complex dependencies between variables can be easily represented

and Ladder Diagram (LD) are rather traditional PLC programming languages. In

graphically with the TwinCAT Scope software oscilloscope. The special feature of

addition, there is the Sequential Function Chart (SFC) language, enabling easy

a TwinCAT PLC is that a sequence can be changed without having to interrupt

graphical programming of complex step chains.

the program execution. This feature, known as “Online Change,” offers great
advantages because, depending on the application, stopping the PLC may either

Flexible workflow and fast optimization

not be permissible at all or else result in significant downtime costs.

In the TwinCAT XAE engineering environment, various blocks – programs, function blocks or functions – are created in the different languages. The starting

If commissioning is carried out with a team of engineers, it is helpful to

point for execution is always a task. This is processed cyclically within a certain

activate the multi-user functionality for the PLC project in TwinCAT. This

time (cycle time). The priority of a task determines whether interruptions in

functionality supports the workflow in that the system automatically saves

the process may occur or not. Consequently, a higher priority task can – if it is

all version statuses of a PLC project that are downloaded onto the control

scheduled – interrupt a lower priority task. This kind of preemptive scheduling

system. This means that when a changed version is logged in, a comparison

is supported by the TwinCAT real-time kernel. A task is also responsible for

with the currently activated status can be displayed in the TwinCAT Project

collecting inputs from the PLC via the fieldbus from the sensors and sending

Compare tool. This helps ensure that already imported changes of the other

outputs from the PLC to the corresponding actuators. For this purpose, each task

commissioning engineers are not overwritten during an online change, and it

has a process image that lists all inputs and outputs of the task as well as how

avoids having to perform a manual exchange and adjustment. The multi-user

they are connected to the inputs and outputs of the hardware in the configu-

function uses Git in the background to store and merge the version statuses,

ration. With a “stand-alone” PLC, it is possible to separate a PLC project from

and due to the deep integration into the engineering workflow, no additional

the actual hardware configuration if required. In this way, a workflow can be

effort is required from the user. The repository can be stored either on the

established where a PLC developer cannot change the hardware configuration

control device itself or on a separate PC.

and an electrician cannot change the PLC code.
Assured software quality
As a rule, a control program, once created, must be “optimized” during the

Analogous to software development in IT, controls engineers must ensure

commissioning phase, i.e., small adjustments must be made and errors in the

the quality of PLC software. What does standard IT do to create “good”
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The IEC 61131-3 editors are seamlessly integrated
with TwinCAT in the Visual Studio® environment.

software? On the one hand, engineers can attempt to encapsulate functional

code, and the execution times are measured and analyzed. In this way, for

blocks in the concept phase and reuse them as often as possible – even with

example, a hot-path analysis for identifying program parts with high time

slight modifications. The concepts of object-oriented programming (OOP) help

consumption and other detailed analyses can be carried out. In sum, TwinCAT

here. For this purpose, TwinCAT PLC offers a UML editor that supports class

Engineering supports the PLC developer along the entire software lifecycle.

diagrams for planning and implementation as well as state charts. Furthermore, the software applications should be versioned, which means that every
change is logged, provided with an author and comment and can be restored
at any time. Using the Visual Studio® integrated interface to source code
management systems, developers can freely choose their desired system. In
addition, integrated static code analysis offers the possibility to guarantee the
uniformity and quality of the code with previously defined coding guidelines.
The static analysis function can be triggered manually or performed automatically during code generation.

Left: Béla Höfig,
Product Manager TwinCAT
Right: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT

Automated software tests are another component in quality assurance, which
can be implemented freely with the existing interfaces in a combination of
unit, integration and system tests. Finally, when the software is already executed on the machine and running reliably, the TwinCAT PLC Profiler can be
used to optimize the software. Markers are automatically added to the PLC

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tc1200
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TwinCAT Motion Control can adapt
to any motion task
For motion control in manufacturing and assembly processes, building automation or the entertainment industry, engineers
often must implement a comprehensive range of movements from simple to complex. The TwinCAT Motion Control product
family, however, offers the ideal software solution for every task. TwinCAT Motion Control, just like TwinCAT in general, is
composed of a large number of modules, from which the perfect solution can be put together for a specific task.

NC PTP

NC I

CNC

Point-to-point motion

Interpolated motion

Complete CNC
functionality

Robotics

XTS

XPlanar

Robot control

Linear product transport

Planar motor system

TwinCAT Motion Control software offers comprehensive functionality from single and multi-axis applications to CNC.

The guiding principle for TwinCAT Motion Control is simplified motion. TwinCAT

part of the customer expertise is in the kinematics, users can realize and inte-

Point-to-Point (PTP) can be used to execute movements of individual axes or

grate their own transformations in C++. The movement positions are specified

coupled axes. By representing axes in axis objects, a separation is made between

in Cartesian coordinates. The entire TwinCAT motion toolkit is available to the

physical and logical axes, so that rotary and linear, electrical and hydraulic drives

user for programming – from simple PTP functions to cam plates to interpolating

can all be programmed in the same way. Programming is usually done in the

movements in G-code. Articulated-arm robots with their own control systems

PLC where a library of administrating and movement-initiating function blocks

can be integrated via the mxAutomation (KUKA) or uniVAL PLC (Stäubli)

is available. In order to prevent every motion control manufacturer from defin-

libraries in TwinCAT.

ing different blocks for the same thing, these blocks have been standardized in
PLCopen – with the active collaboration of Beckhoff.

With XTS and XPlanar, Beckhoff has developed two sophisticated mechatronic
systems in which a magnetically driven mover can move freely on a travel

In addition to the mere movement of an axis from an initial position to a target

path or surface. System-specific software functionalities (configurators, track

position, movements of two axes can also be operated in a gear coupling,

management, gap control, etc.) from the TwinCAT motion toolkit enable simple

referred to as gearing. A coordinated master-slave motion with nonlinear rela-

configuration and programming of these systems (p. 30). As a result, there is a

tionships is called cam plate coupling or camming. Corresponding libraries for

powerful solution for almost every motion task in the TwinCAT Motion Control

these functions are available in the TwinCAT system. A special type of linear

portfolio.

coupling is the flying saw. Here, a slave axis is coupled “flying” to a moving
master axis at a specific position. As the name suggests, such coupling functions
are often used when, for example, a board on a moving conveyor belt needs to

Dr. Josef Papenfort,

be cut with a saw.

Product Manager
TwinCAT

Interpolating path movements based on G-code are often used in machine
tools (turning, milling, grinding, cutting) and 3D printers, but can also be used
for robotic motion control. Depending on the required path axes, TwinCAT NC I
or TwinCAT CNC (p. 28) can be used for implementing the above applications.
Various serial, parallel and hybrid kinematic transformations – e.g., for robot or
gantry motion control – are available with TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation
(p. 27), with new transformations being implemented continuously. Since a large

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/motion-software
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In Syntegon Technology’s food and pharmaceutical packaging lines,
robotics – in this case pick-and-place robots – are seamlessly integrated
into the control technology using TwinCAT software.

© Syntegon/Claudio Ferrari

TwinCAT Motion
for system-integrated
robot control
Robots are freely programmable motion machines with
multiple axes, which typically perform handling tasks, but
can also perform manufacturing processes. TwinCAT Motion
software products provide programmable logic control
functions for robotics, as well as kinematic transformation
functions, which are independent of actual robot mechanics.

TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation (TF511x) provides a large and continuous-

For the integration of conventional robots, specific libraries – such as

ly expanding selection of parameterizable kinematics as well as the option of

TwinCAT Robotics mxAutomation (TF5120) and TwinCAT Robotics uniVAL PLC

implementing customer-specific kinematics. As a result, machine builders can

(TF5130) – can be integrated into TwinCAT, enabling commands from the PLC.

adapt the robot’s mechanics to the task at hand, in addition to the option of

Stäubli robots can also be integrated directly into TwinCAT via the uniVAL

using robot mechanics from the market. Individual kinematics can also result

drive solution and programmed via TwinCAT Motion. Consequently, TwinCAT

from mechanically coupled movers of the novel XTS and XPlanar transport

Motion enables the complete integration of robots into the universal TwinCAT

systems (p. 30).

system resulting in the control of a complete manufacturing line with just one
controller. TwinCAT’s robotics functionality will continue to expand to include

Robot movements are typically programmed in Cartesian coordinates, for

even more advanced functions, such as workspace monitoring.

which the standard function blocks in TwinCAT NC PTP (TF50x0) can be used.
For handling tasks, users should program smooth and overall consistent
path movements to achieve high cycle rates, gentle robot operation and safe
product handling. For this purpose, the TwinCAT extension Motion Pick-andPlace (TF5420) with Coordinated Motion offers special procedures for looping
over motion commands as well as cycle-time-optimized processing of motion
commands in synchronized interaction with conveyor systems (Conveyor
Tracking). These tools allow application-oriented programming of handling
tasks with little effort.
With TwinCAT Motion, tasks such as the setting of glue beads, waterjet cutting
and profile machining, which were previously mostly reserved for processing
machines, can be performed by robots. The modular principle of TwinCAT
Motion enables the execution of G-code (DIN 66025) with TwinCAT NC I
(TF5100), and cam plates in combination with kinematics with TwinCAT NC

Left: Klaus Bernzen,
Product Manager TwinCAT,
Motion Control and Robotics
Right: Marlene Arntz,
Product Manager TwinCAT,
Motion Control and Robotics

Camming (TF5050). A wide range of functions are available for synchronizing
robots with each other and with other movements, from simple axis couplings
to flying saws (TF5055).

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf5110
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TwinCAT offers flexible path control functionality
with NC I and CNC solutions
The requirements for modern path control systems are manifold. Dynamic axis control with high contour fidelity, flexibility in application coupled with simple commissioning, and openness combined with high operational reliability are just
some of the key aspects that sometimes even compete with each other. Beckhoff meets these specifications with two
complementary motion software products: TwinCAT NC I and TwinCAT CNC.

Both software solutions take full advantage of PC-based control as they can

TwinCAT NC I, as an alternative to DIN 66025. In addition to the usual linear,

be applied to Industrial PCs of different performance classes and precisely

circular and helical interpolation in the three principal planes, TwinCAT NC I

adapted to the requirements of the respective application. The open fieldbus

is also able to create Bezier splines and apply each type of interpolation in

interfaces also contribute to the scalability of the overall system by connect-

freely definable planes. Axis error and sag compensation functions are avail-

ing a wide variety of drive types, regardless of whether it is compact, I/O

able to increase machining accuracy. TwinCAT NC I can be supplemented with

terminal-based drive technology or conventional servo drives. Interfaces to

further motion functions, e.g., kinematic transformation for more complex and

other components of the TwinCAT system, such as the PLC or the TwinSAFE

handling and assembly tasks.

safety controller, are implemented purely in software. This not only reduces
complexity, but it also leads to considerable economic benefits and eliminates

With TwinCAT CNC, Beckhoff offers a comprehensive and powerful CNC

the need for cost-intensive hardware-based solutions.

system as a pure software solution covering the entire range of classic CNC
path controls up to high-end systems for complex motion and kinematics

The software-based interfaces provide the basis for high-precision synchro-

requirements. Different machining technologies such as milling, turning,

nization of interpolated motion with the input and output of signals by the

grinding and eroding are supported with the requisite axis, spindle and

PLC. By using eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) technology (p. 47) from Beckhoff,

compensation functions as well as with special interpolation types. Simi-

processing units such as lasers can be switched on and off with high precision

lar to TwinCAT NC I, the scope of TwinCAT CNC control functionality can

without having to reduce the feed rate.

also be adapted to individual requirements by means of optional functions.
In addition to packages for the use of up to 128 axes or a maximum of

The DIN 66025 programming standard is supported by both the TwinCAT

20 channels – TwinCAT CNC enables simultaneous interpolation of a max-

NC I (TF5100) and TwinCAT CNC (TF5200) functions. In addition, there are

imum of 32 axes per channel – the focus is on optional control functions

various high-level language extensions that allow the creation of G-code in a

including kinematic transformations, spline interpolation, measurement

structured and efficient manner. This includes not only subroutine and jump

cycles or specific processes for high-speed cutting (HSC). TwinCAT CNC sup-

functions, but also, for example, loops that can optionally be evaluated in the

ports the commissioning process with, among other things, option packages

real-time context enabling, among other things, an immediate response of the

for automatic measurement and optimization of kinematic offsets or for

controls to measurement events.

volumetric compensation of the overall system according to DIN ISO 230.
Machine accuracy can be increased economically and unerringly with these.

Implementing path control in line with the application

The open software interfaces based on the TcCOM concept enable deep inte-

TwinCAT NC I is the cost-effective entry-level solution for interpolating path

gration of customer-specific algorithms that allow for the implementation of

movements. A maximum of three path axes and five auxiliary axes can be

special procedures for kinematic transformation or tool radius correction to

programmed per interpolation channel – a total of 31 channels are available.

be implemented by the customer. Optionally, these software modules can be

The interface between NC I and PLC is realized by user-friendly PLC function

licensed via industry-standard dongles, effectively protecting process-specific

blocks. The programming of motion sequences in the PLC is also possible with

intellectual property of the customer.
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Control architecture of a compact (left) and a complex CNC machine

Wide range of applications with further potential
Beckhoff has successfully demonstrated with TwinCAT NC I and TwinCAT
CNC that PC-based motion control can cope with even the most demanding
applications. Regardless of material handling, robotics, machine or mold
construction, aerospace technology, medical applications or additive manufacturing – the powerful and scalable Beckhoff portfolio enables tailor-made
solutions that often push the boundaries of what is possible and thus make
the difference in the market. Beckhoff will continue to address user challenges
in the future and expand both TwinCAT NC I and TwinCAT CNC. The focus
is on opening new fields of application, improved engineering and greater
integration into connected manufacturing environments.

From left to right: Klaus Bernzen, Product
Manager TwinCAT, Motion Control and Robotics,
Henning Rausch, Product Manager TwinCAT CNC,
Frank Saueressig, Product Manager CNC

More information:
CNC: www.beckhoff.com/tf5200
NC I: www.beckhoff.com/tf5100
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TwinCAT optimally supports the
multi-mover systems XTS and XPlanar
With XTS and XPlanar, Beckhoff has two multi-mover systems
in its portfolio that are not only very complex electronically and
mechanically, but also place high demands on the software.
These mechatronic systems are completely controlled by a standard Industrial PC and TwinCAT, including the position control
and the motion or path planning of the individual movers.

The XTS and XPlanar drivers – TwinCAT 3 XTS Extension (TF5850) and
TwinCAT 3 XPlanar (TF5890) respectively – are comparable in their basic function to conventional drives, e.g., for servomotors. The positions of the movers
must be determined from the encoder signals, the control of the axes has to
be calculated and then the electrical current values are computed and sent
back to the hardware. The fundamental difference, however, is that XTS and
XPlanar do not require dedicated hardware for position control.

XPlanar configurator

XTS systems can have a track length of over 100 m long and XPlanar systems
can consist of over 100 tiles forming the floor area, with the respective movers
moving from module to module over the entire distance or area. With decen-

very large systems can be implemented, and the maximum possible system size

tralized drives that only control a few modules at a time, large systems would

grows with advancing CPU technology.

become incredibly complicated. For a module transition, the individual drives
would have to communicate with each other, transfer data for the respective

The complete process image of the XTS or XPlanar system is available in

mover, take over the mover from the other drive at exactly the right time, and

TwinCAT and can therefore be processed with the wide range of TwinCAT func-

much more. Instead, the obvious solution is to feed the process data of all XTS

tions. For example, in the XPlanar driver a real-time neural network inference is

modules or XPlanar tiles to a central control system so that it is informed about

used to determine the position of the movers. The neural network manages to

every single coil and sensor in the system. This centralized control system is

determine the 6D mover position much more accurately from the sensor values

possible with the Beckhoff system architecture:
–

A high-performance fieldbus is available in the form of EtherCAT, which can
communicate all process data from the field to the Industrial PC and back
again in just a few microseconds.

–

The Beckhoff portfolio offers real-time capable Industrial PCs with powerful
computer hardware for motion control.

–

TwinCAT is used as the central control software with all its versatile functions that enable the position control of a large number of movers to be
calculated on the Industrial PC in sub-millisecond cycles.

Many-core support, additional functions and
synchronization benefits
Many-core support with TwinCAT software allows both the I/O images and all
calculations to be distributed across multiple CPU cores. This means that even

XTS configuration
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compared to conventional algorithms. In addition, the calcula-

The many-core capability is also an advantage here. The individual calculation

tion takes only a few microseconds so that the neural network

of hundreds of axes is already demanding. Checking these axes additionally for

can be integrated into the XPlanar driver and thus executed

collisions requires significantly more computing power. In the case of XTS, it is

cyclically without any problems.

often sufficient for a mover to know the mover in front and behind to avoid
collisions. XPlanar systems, on the other hand, usually include a free area on

The fact that the driver is a standard part of TwinCAT offers even

which the movers can move independently of each other. As a result, the path

more advantages: All other control processes – e.g. additional

of nearly every mover must be tested against the trajectories of every other

motion axes, machine vision, HMI, analytics or the PLC program

mover in up to three axes, increasing the complexity with each mover. To provide

– run in parallel in the same software application and can be

sufficient computing capacity, it helps, just as with the driver, if the individual

precisely synchronized with XTS and XPlanar. Furthermore, since

movers are distributed over several cores and thus a large number of movers

the XTS or XPlanar driver calculates the physics of the system, all important and

can be controlled simultaneously. In addition, neural networks can also help

physical parameters of the system can be conveniently accessed:

here to calculate “schedules” for the movers that even humans could not create.

–

How much force does Mover 23 generate in the x-direction?

–

How warm is tile 12?

–

How much power is currently being consumed by the system?

All this makes the handling and the overview much easier for the user. Additionally, system updates are reduced to a minimum: The exchange of a single file is
all it takes to bring completely new features to XPlanar, such as the 360°-rotation of an XPlanar mover.
Comprehensive motion control functionality
In addition to the XTS or XPlanar driver software, fully-integrated motion control
software from Beckhoff, which runs as independent TwinCAT modules, is available for both systems. This motion control calculates the setpoint dynamics from

Johannes Beckhoff,
R&D

the motion commands for the movers and communicates these to the respective
driver. The particular challenge here lies in the multi-mover systems: On the one
hand, a very large number of axes have to be controlled simultaneously – for
example, up to six axes per mover in the case of XPlanar. On the other hand,
it is not enough to control each mover individually. For comfortable operation
from the user’s point of view, the movers should “look out” for each other and
automatically avoid collisions. And this is exactly what TwinCAT, with all its
motion control advantages, achieves.

More information:
XTS: www.beckhoff.com/tf5850
XPlanar: www.beckhoff.com/tf5890
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An integrated software suite makes
Scientific Automation possible

Pascal Dresselhaus,
Product Manager TwinCAT

Scientific Automation describes the integration of a wide range of engineering knowledge into automation technology. Following this definition, Beckhoff has been developing powerful solutions since 2008 that show that much more than “just” standard
automation is possible with a PC-based control platform. The strategy received particularly great attention in the context of the Industrie 4.0 discussion when, among other
things, the German government gave the go-ahead for the innovation project ScAut
– Scientific Automation with the Leading-Edge Cluster Intelligent Technical Systems
Ostwestfalen Lippe (it’s OWL) in 2012.

It is the combination of powerful Industrial or Embedded PCs, the highly deter-

control, these systems were a stand-alone “black box”. Today, they are avail-

ministic Ethernet-based EtherCAT fieldbus system and the integrated TwinCAT

able as completely transparent and fully integrated solutions within standard

control software that makes Scientific Automation possible. The classic areas

automation software. On a given control application, auto-tuning can even be

of control technology, such as PLC, motion control and closed-loop control

performed for the drive axes of a robotics application using appropriate algo-

technology, are expanded with the ELM series I/O modules, among others, to

rithms. Even speech input and output, as the most natural form of communica-

include precise and fast measurement technology and engineering algorithms

tion, are now part of TwinCAT and extend the standard automation functions.

in TwinCAT.

With TwinCAT Vision (p. 36), image processing is also fully integrated into
the automation technology – from configuration to programming in the PLC,

The control software benefits from the constant performance increases in the

where vision algorithms perform synchronous analysis of image data directly

PC sector. In TwinCAT, Beckhoff offers a software suite which is ideal to exploit

in real time. This eliminates the need for additional and costly communication

this increased performance. The TwinCAT real-time environment is designed in

of the image data to special vision systems and possible delays due to jitter.

such a way that almost any number of PLCs, safety controllers and C++ tasks

If required, image data can be reloaded into non-real-time applications and

can be executed on one or different CPU cores. This makes the finely scaled In-

displayed graphically in the TwinCAT software oscilloscope Scope View, for

dustrial PC portfolio available to match the specific application requirements.
For high-end applications, the CX20x2 series with Intel® Xeon® processors,

example, to show how they are synchronized in time with other process data
of the machine.

with up to 12 cores, is DIN rail mountable. Alternatively, the cabinet mounted
C60xx ultra-compact Industrial PC series offers the C6030, a device equipped

In addition to image data processing, there are other computationally and

with the latest generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor offering eight cores. For

data-intensive functions such as data analytics and machine learning that

special applications, the C6670 control cabinet industrial server is available

have been implemented directly in TwinCAT. In this way, it is possible to use

with up to 40 cores distributed across two Intel® Xeon® processors with over

the TwinCAT Analytics Runtime (TF3550) to perform unsupervised clustering

1 TB RAM.

for anomaly detection in streaming data. Correlation and regression methods
can also be configured very easily in engineering and executed in the run-

Standard control technology integrates additional functions

time along with automatic PLC code and dashboard generation. In addition,

Until a few years ago, functionalities such as condition monitoring and

neural networks can be loaded into the Neural Network Inference Engine

complex robotics algorithms required a separate control system with specific

(TF3810). These networks can be trained in almost any machine learning and

programming and configuration tools. From the point of view of machine

deep learning framework and downloaded to TwinCAT real-time applications
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Manycore Control with TwinCAT
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© Petpics/adobe stock

Database

With multi-core support in TwinCAT, Scientific Automation tasks
can also be distributed across individual processor cores as required.

via a standardized exchange format such as ONNX. This makes it easy to

directly on the local controller if necessary. The reverse scenario, in which the

implement optimization strategies, for example, with regard to production

local controller autonomously communicates with its own avatar in the cloud,

time, quality or energy consumption, directly on the control system. In the

is also not ruled out.

future, Scientific Automation will offer the possibility of loading prefabricated
artificial intelligence models and automatically adapting them to the specific

Scientific Automation from Beckhoff is already available in real products

requirements of a process, depending on the application, by shaping an AI

and also offers sufficient potential for future developments and concepts. In

blank by data. Additionally, in the data science area, support for MATLAB®
and Simulink® was established. Whether stand-alone or seamlessly integrated

addition to actual machine control, the focus is increasingly on engineering.

into TwinCAT Analytics, with TwinCAT Target for Simulink® (TE1400) or for

use, is a good example of how a powerful and complex scientific application

MATLAB® (TE1401), numerous toolboxes such as signal processing, deep

does not always require complex configuration and programming.

TwinCAT Analytics (p. 34), with its simple configuration interfaces and guided

learning or parallel computing are available.
High IPC computing power enables local feature engineering
In addition to computing power, the performance of storage media is an
essential aspect for vision, data analytics and machine learning scenarios.
Entire database systems can be implemented directly on a suitable control
computer. Applications can tap terabytes of local data or, in hybrid mode,
parallel data streams from the cloud to create expert systems that make
life easier for the end user. Large data quantities can be reduced by smart
compression algorithms and loaded faster, not only to show the machine
operator the history of the data, but also to evaluate it retrospectively. Not
only is data pre-processing possible, but automatic feature evaluation directly
on the control platform is also available. Today's advanced control computers
even offer so many resources in the form of memory and CPU power that it
is possible to implement a complete virtualization environment in the form of
docker containers in addition to real-time support, and thus run cloud services

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/scientific-automation
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View and analyze
data easily with
TwinCAT Analytics
Data is gold – why, actually? Because they have a lot to
“say.” This also applies in the industrial environment and
especially for machines. TwinCAT Analytics helps to evaluate
and interpret machine, production and operating parameters
in order to generate added value for machine builders, system
integrators, producers and end users. They can all benefit from
improved support, new business models, better quality or
more affordable products.

For all purposes alike, useful data must be separated from less useful data and fed

after a longer measurement campaign, e.g. over several days, and to avoid long

into a suitable algorithm. The interpretation of the data is the most difficult step.

loading times that can quickly add up. In later analysis steps, each individual cycle

The TwinCAT Analytics product family describes a complete workflow for machine

of the machine may well be important, but this resolution is not yet necessary for a

data analysis: from acquisition, communication and historization of data to their

rough assessment of the measurement. Moreover, not every measured value, e.g.,

review and evaluation, as well as representation in web-based dashboards.

during less meaningful downtimes, must necessarily be included in an analysis.

The core is certainly the visualization and evaluation of measured data. Fast load-

To meet the demand for data viewing, the TwinCAT Analytics workflow was

ing times and confidence in analysis accuracy are very important, with transparency playing a major role. This is achieved by the TwinCAT Analytics engineering

supplemented by TwinCAT Analytics Data Scout. Integrated in the well-known
TwinCAT Measurement project in Microsoft Visual Studio®, it offers a Data Track

tools, providing a configuration editor for the numerous available algorithms as

Editor. This is ideally suited to gain a quick overview of individual data recordings;

well as the TwinCAT Scope charting tool for graphical representation. Due to a

it can be fed with data directly from the TwinCAT Target Browser. New data com-

large number of possible interactions between algorithms and graphical represen-

pression and data indexing methods make it possible – depending on the process

tation of raw and result data, even the proverbial needle in the data haystack can

image size – to load the data very quickly in different levels of detail. The variables

be found very quickly. Here, the TwinCAT Scope configuration is especially useful

of the recordings are available as so-called data tracks. With the cutting function,

– and it can be automatically generated with a single mouse click. Simple drag and

it is even possible to cut out large parts of the data collection in the Data Track

drop is sufficient to transfer results from the analysis process into TwinCAT Scope

Editor to further reduce the analysis time. An overview chart based on TwinCAT

View in order to visualize results or mark significant events in the data stream. For

Scope View helps with orientation in the individual data tracks. In addition, data

example, machine cycles can be visualized with microsecond precision.

from different recordings can be combined into one data stream. The data types
of individual tracks can be converted to save storage space for the newly created

Putting data on track

data collection, depending on the actual value range. At the end, data export

However, the high data resolution possible with TwinCAT Analytics is not always

provides the new recording, which can be made available to other tools such as

necessary – especially if users want to obtain an overview of measured values

Scope View or Analytics Service Tool via the Target Browser.
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Above: An Analytics Lambda function can be used to program custom algorithms
in C++ for the TwinCAT Analytics workflow.

Left: In the Data Track Editor of the Analytics Data Scout, records can be
broken down into data collections and reassembled.

Over 50 analytics algorithms

parameters, to the programming itself, through to releasing the algorithm so

After an initial viewing of the data, the analysis follows. TwinCAT Analytics offers

that it is available in the algorithm toolbox for all further Analytics projects. The

a very wide range of well over 50 algorithms for this purpose, ranging from simple

self-developed Lambda function can be chain-linked to standard algorithms, and

edge counters and cycle time analyses to correlation algorithms, linear regression

the Workbench can be used to map one of the existing Analytics HMI controls

and unsupervised clustering methods. Machine data historized by means of the

or a completely self-written control in JavaScript or TypeScript. For PLC code and

Analytics Storage Provider (TF3520) can be made available to these easily recon-

dashboard generation, PLC code and the selected HMI control will be generated

figurable algorithms repeatedly and with very high performance. In this way, it is
possible to generate special features from the input data – for example, for the

for the Lambda function. The same applies to the future integration of MATLAB®
and Simulink® algorithms. The integration into TwinCAT Analytics is achieved by

application of ML-based methods – and then to load and process them again.

means of the existing TE1400 and TE1401 products.

New ideas can be tested very quickly based on existing data before using Analytics Workbench (TE3500) to automatically generate continuous data monitoring
of machines, including an Analytics Web dashboard, and download it to a target
with Analytics Runtime (TF3550).
If the large number of algorithms is still not sufficient for the desired application,
there are various extension options. On the one hand, other TwinCAT PLC librar-

Pascal Dresselhaus
Product Manager
TwinCAT

ies with mathematical algorithms, such as the filter and condition monitoring
libraries, can be used directly in the Analytics engineering tools. On the other
hand, users can extend the algorithms with code using the new Analytics Lambda
functions. Lambda functions are written in C++ and can thus provide user-specific
algorithms. Throughout the implementation, the user is supported by a wizard.
The process ranges from creating the basic structure with inputs, outputs and

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-analytics
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Real-time capable integration of
machine vision with TwinCAT control
When people talk about motion control today, they naturally assume that it is a completely integrated solution. All aspects of
configuration, programming and diagnostics for motion control must be fully integrated. Up until now, image processing has
been different in that respect. It was characterized by special hardware, separate configurators for cameras, separate development
environments and special programming languages, diagnostics that are completely decoupled from the PLC, and additional time
delays due to the interfaces required by the separate systems. This entire landscape has changed with TwinCAT Vision. Image
processing is now fully integrated into both engineering and runtime and can be configured and programmed in the same way
as motion axes would be in the PLC environment.
Configuring cameras with TwinCAT Vision is as easy as configuring axes, i.e., all

a library and are ready for use. This level of integration reduces training time,

connected cameras can be found with one scan of the network. In addition, GigE

as the user does not have to learn a new programming language – which also

vision cameras from many different manufacturers can always be configured in

reduces development costs. It makes image processing a normal part of the

the same way with TwinCAT Engineering. Assistants make it easy to set up and

machine control application that can be programmed and maintained without

calibrate a camera. All configuration data is stored in the TwinCAT project and

specialists.

is transferred to the camera when the PLC is started.
With the open control concept of TwinCAT, the user has the option of exporting
Efficient implementation without specialists

the images via ADS and also full access to the raw image data right down to

The complete image processing functionality is programmed in the PLC, from
image acquisition to the final evaluation. Alternatively, C++ and MATLAB®/

each pixel, which makes it easy to integrate user-specific extensions and image

Simulink® can be used. All algorithms – currently about 800 – are available as

the need for time-consuming communication from the PLC to a conventional

processing algorithms. Due to the execution of the image analysis in real time,
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cameras, these include thermograph, polarization-sensitive and SWIR cameras.
With an industrial Ethernet-based solution – such as GigE Vision – the Industrial
and Embedded PCs from Beckhoff can be used for directly connecting one or
more cameras. The Ethernet interfaces required for this are already available,
supporting the usual transmission rates ranging from 1 Gbit/s to 2.5 Gbit/s
and up to 10 Gbit/s. TwinCAT Vision can be used on almost all hardware platforms; in multi-core and many-core computers, all cores can be used for image
processing. In addition to division into tasks and assignment to different cores,
TwinCAT Vision offers the option of creating job tasks and assigning them to
a vision job pool. The system can then automatically parallelize all functions
suitable for these purposes.
The Beckhoff philosophy of computing as much as possible on one IPC therefore
also works for image processing. One engineering environment for everything,
full synchronicity, simple central diagnostics and a reduction in the number of
components required are the advantages of the centralized control approach.
Wide range of applications
Industrial image processing – machine vision – includes applications from a
wide range of industries. Typical tasks are object detection, position and orientaThe precise measurement of a borehole is one of

tion recognition, identification of 1D and 2D codes, the measurement of lengths,

numerous applications where an integrated and

distances, diameters or angles as well as gripping point specifications for robots.

highly precisely synchronized TwinCAT Vision image

The functions in the TwinCAT Vision library are specially optimized for these

processing solution helps increase productivity and

requirements and therefore meet the high industrial demands for robustness,

quality in production processes.

reliability and stability. Beckhoff works continuously on further developments to
constantly increase functionality and usability. For example, special Vision Controls were recently developed for TwinCAT HMI, which provide many functions
in encapsulated form and can be easily configured saving the user time and

image processing system and back is reduced. Everything runs in the same

allowing optimal integration of image processing tasks into the HMI. Another

real-time environment, executed by the same tasks, which automatically

emerging trend is the increasing use of machine learning, and to account for

guarantees synchronous processing, shorter response times and deterministic

this, TwinCAT Vision and TwinCAT Machine Learning will be brought even closer

behavior. This is especially important for the combination of vision and motion

together in the coming year. It will then be possible to apply Machine Learning

control as well as for product tracking and ejection.

on image data for the first time.

For parameterization and maintenance of the vision application, intermediate
results can be displayed at any time in the engineering tool or in TwinCAT
HMI. Alternatively, the images can also be saved in familiar image formats. A
special feature is the combination of TwinCAT Vision and TwinCAT Scope. In this
software oscilloscope, time sequences of variables can be combined together
with the corresponding images from TwinCAT Vision directly in real time. This
provides a camera view into the machine while simultaneously observing an
associated analog or digital value, greatly simplifying machine diagnostics.

Michael Busch,
Product Manager
TwinCAT Vision

Open interfaces to third-party manufacturers have been supported by TwinCAT
from the beginning. Now, this also applies to the connection of vision cameras.
Support for the international GigE Vision standard has been achieved by implementing a certified real-time driver. With this driver, numerous special cameras
of different manufacturers and types can be integrated. In addition to line scan

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-vision
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TwinCAT Machine Learning opens the
door to self-optimizing automation systems
TwinCAT software has always been characterized by its modularity and openness, which has repeatedly opened up new possibilities for automation through the integration of previously standalone technologies, such as image processing and condition
monitoring. The use of artificial intelligence (AI) elements in particular promises additional optimization potential in automation.
Machine learning (ML), which is seamlessly integrated into control technology with TwinCAT Machine Learning, is considered
the most promising technology here.
Numerous application areas already benefit from embedding machine learn-

without additional sensors or test stations. In addition, the quality data available

ing in automation, such as collaborative robotics (cobots), quality inspection

for each enclosing process can be used for further evaluation. The real-time

with anomaly detection or machine optimization with model predictive

capability of the ML solution also provides the optimal basis for implementing

control. With the TwinCAT Machine Learning Inference Engine (TF3800) and

mechanisms for rejecting defect parts as early as possible in the process, even in

TwinCAT Neural Networks Inference Engine (TF3810) products, Beckhoff offers

high-volume production.

automation providers and machine builders alike all options for integrating
inference – i.e. the execution of a trained industrial ML model – seamlessly

Workflow begins with data collection

and in real time.

The ML workflow cycle begins with the ingestion of data from a (partially) automated process. Which data is to be recorded and evaluated depends, naturally,

This was implemented, for example, in an intelligent real-time inspection of pack-

on the respective application. As a rule, it is advisable to start with a specific and

aging quality for a large Chinese producer of instant noodles. This is achieved by

delimited application and then define the data required for it. Here the domain

a new quality inspection system, which could be implemented without modifying

knowledge, i.e. the expertise of the machine builder, is crucial. Beckhoff supplies

the existing main control system due to the open Beckhoff solution, and which

the necessary technology for the acquisition of high-quality data, i.e. complete,

reliably detects defective products in good time. Another example is the produc-

structured, machine-readable and contextualized data, with products such as

tion quality determined in real time within a bolt anchor production line, in which

Database Server, Analytics Logger or TwinCAT Scope.

a globally operating company specializing in fastening technology determines
the enclosure quality of the metallic sleeve belonging to the bolt anchor from

If training data is available, it must be read into an external ML framework

existing machine data. Thus, 100% inline quality control could be implemented

and processed. From the user's point of view, there is a wealth of suitable ML
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2 ML Training

1 ML Data Collection

PyTorch
MXNet
MATLAB®
Scikit Learn
TensorFlow

3 ML Runtime

ML workflow from data acquisition to training and
integration of the trained model into the TwinCAT Runtime

frameworks available. Many of them are based on Python and are open source

–– ML models are becoming increasingly complex.

software, others are commercially available, such as MATLAB® and SAS. Numer-

–– The execution speed should increase.

ous standard functions and toolboxes or libraries serve as an interface to the

–– ML models are expected to be more flexible.

data in order to access the stored machine data. Working with the ML framework
includes data preparation and selection, modeling of a suitable ML algorithm

TwinCAT Machine Learning Server is a standard TwinCAT PLC library and a

and its evaluation. The result of this engineering step is a trained ML model that

so-called near-real-time inference engine, i.e. in contrast to the two previous

represents the relationship between input and target data. The interface for de-

engines, it is not executed in hard real time but in a separate process. In that

ploying the trained ML model in TwinCAT 3 is just as open as the interface to the

way, all AI models can be executed in principle by the server engine, and this

data. Here, the Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX) file format is supported

with full ONNX support. Furthermore, there are AI-optimized hardware options

as an industry standard.

for this TwinCAT product available that enable scalable performance. And in
addition to the efficient use of CPUs, access to iGPUs of Intel® processors

Real-time capability through CPU-based inference

and dGPUs, e.g. from NVIDIA, is also possible. Thus, all above-mentioned

With the deployment, the inference machine on the TwinCAT target configures

requirements regarding performance and complexity as well as flexibility of the

itself in such a way that exactly those computational operations described in the

ML models are addressed. With this rich set of features, the TwinCAT Machine

ONNX file for inference of the ML model are efficiently executed on the CPU of

Learning Server is ideally suited for use as an interface between automation and

the Industrial PC. Accordingly, this module is a real-time capable inference engine

the data science sector.

that integrates seamlessly into TwinCAT and supports all established ways of
programming in TwinCAT: calling the module from the PLC or from C++, as well
as directly via a cyclic task.
Core features of the inference engine are direct, synchronous access to all
control data as well as to all fieldbus nodes. In addition, users benefit from
scalable performance across the performance level of the CPU and a function
for non-blocking parallelization for calling the module from different task
contexts.

Dr. Fabian Bause,
Product Manager
TwinCAT

Server engine for increasing ML requirements
At the SPS 2021 trade show, Beckhoff will present TwinCAT Machine Learning
Server (TF38xx) – a further inference engine. With this addition, TwinCAT Machine Learning also meets the increasingly stringent requirements for ML for
industrial applications:

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/machine-learning
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TwinCAT opens up real-time applications
for MATLAB® and Simulink®
In addition to traditional PLC programming according to IEC 61131-3 and high-level language programming with
C++, TwinCAT also supports MATLAB® and Simulink®. Furthermore, this application in the Beckhoff automation
suite is already established as a successful software platform – with the use of MATLAB®/Simulink® by more than
2,000 engineers on more than 6,500 TwinCAT-controlled machines.

MATLAB®, with its numerous toolboxes, provides an ideal environment for

into the TwinCAT solution as a TcCOM object and also as a PLC function block.

developing advanced algorithms and analyzing data. It offers a multitude of

These modules are then downloaded with the entire TwinCAT project to the

functions for easy access to different data formats and is a perfect match for

TwinCAT Runtime and executed there within the real-time environment.

the different data logging mechanisms of TwinCAT. Simulink® is focused on
integrated support for model-based design which involves development, test-

MATLAB® functions can be used with the TwinCAT Target for MATLAB® (TE1401)

ing and verification based on a system model. The subsequent, automatic code

and are automatically transferred to TwinCAT objects and used seamlessly

generation for platforms such as TwinCAT represents an optimal solution for

in TwinCAT Engineering. These automatically generated modules can also be

applying the tested code in production.

integrated as TcCOM objects or PLC function blocks and executed within the
TwinCAT real-time environment.

Targets for Simulink® and MATLAB®
With TwinCAT Target for Simulink® (TE1400), models developed in Simulink® can
be used within TwinCAT. Embedded MATLAB function blocks are also supported.

Interface for MATLAB®/Simulink®
TwinCAT Interface for MATLAB®/Simulink® (TE1410) establishes high-perfor-

The models are automatically translated into C/C++ code using the Simulink

mance bidirectional communication between the TwinCAT Runtime and MATLAB®

Coder™ and converted into TwinCAT objects that can be implemented seamless-

or Simulink®. This toolbox can be used in the engineering phase of a system for

ly in TwinCAT Engineering using TwinCAT Target for Simulink®. The block diagram
embedded in the engineering can be used – in addition to the Simulink® External

software-in-the-loop simulation and during machine runtime as a simple tool for

Mode – as a control for parameter adjustment as well as for debugging, signal

the controller or on the network for parameter optimization or preventive main-

and state monitoring. The automatically generated modules can be integrated

tenance. In addition, machine visualizations based on MATLAB® apps are possible.

®

distributed computing. This allows the local execution of MATLAB® functions on

In TwinCAT, model-based design with Simulink® and technical
computing with MATLAB® can be seamlessly integrated.
Dr. Fabian Bause,
Product Manager
TwinCAT

Dr. Knut Güttel,
Product Manager
TwinCAT

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/te1400
www.beckhoff.com/te1401
www.beckhoff.com/te1410
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High-level language programming is seamlessly integrated
into the development of the control project with TwinCAT C++.

Heavily relied upon by users from IT and computer science, C++ is one of the most widely
used programming languages, especially when
it comes to hardware-related programming.
The continuous development of C++, which
has been reflected over the last decades in
the advancement of compilers and tooling,
is driven by an active developer community.
This was reason enough for Beckhoff to offer
C++ as a real-time programming language in
TwinCAT automation software.

C++ as a programming
language for machine control
TwinCAT 3 C++ implements a real-time execution of C++ code on an Industrial
PC, for which Beckhoff provides its own TwinCAT Software Development Kit (SDK)

Many TwinCAT components and advanced products are also based on TwinCAT
C++, such as TwinCAT 3 Target for Simulink® (p. 40), which generates C++

and a Common Runtime (CRT). Beckhoff relies on the widely used compiler from

code that can be used as a TwinCAT C++ module. Beckhoff provides a powerful

Microsoft to execute highly efficient code. Using these components and extensive

interface for TwinCAT users here in its usual open manner. In some places, this

code generation in engineering, a module is written that can later be executed

also goes beyond PLC programming, for example when it comes to the real-time

cyclically by tasks – just like the PLC programs. A wide range of Visual Studio®
debugging interfaces have been enhanced by Beckhoff and supplemented with

integration of third-party hardware, which is not possible with a conventional
PLC approach.

real-time-typical displays, simplifying development. An important aspect is the
seamless interaction between different real-time modules, as this allows the PLC

Applications besides real-time

and C++ to exchange information in different ways – and of course this exchange

Besides the TwinCAT C++ interface for real-time capable machine control, other

is also real-time capable.

programs and code written in C++ can also be executed by the operating system on Beckhoff Industrial PCs. The open standard ADS provides a license-free

An important difference between typical PLC programming and other program-

interface as a library for interaction with the real-time environment, whereby

ming languages is the possibility to exchange code without restarting the machine

ADS simultaneously abstracts from the programming language in real-time:

controller – the so-called online change. Beckhoff offers this functionality for

Access via ADS is thus completely independent of the project within the real-time

TwinCAT C++ modules, too. Beckhoff also continually adapts updates to the

environment.

programming language for TwinCAT C++ so that these are also available to the
customer in real-time.
Why PLC and why C++?
The programming languages have different advantages depending on the

Dr. Henning Mersch,
Product Manager
TwinCAT

intended use, which also results in different scenarios for the use of TwinCAT
C++. C++ is established as a programming language in some industries.
In addition, mixed code based on PLC languages and C++ is often used
in one machine. Typically, the algorithm is then developed in C++, whereas
the actual sequence control of the machine is traditionally written in a PLC
language.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tc1300
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TwinCAT Safety offers modularity
and scalability at all levels
The TwinCAT development environment continues to add functionality in a number of application areas, and machine
safety projects are no exception. Starting with the management of safety-relevant applications in TwinCAT 2, TwinCAT 3
now offers all options for the intuitive implementation of both simple and highly complex safety applications.

With the introduction of a dedicated TwinSAFE safety controller and cor-

applications. Applications can be divided into modules from a safety point

responding input and output components, an engineering environment for

of view, and can also be activated and deactivated at runtime via the

safety-related applications had already been implemented in the TwinCAT  2

engineering environment (so-called customizing). Signals that are exchanged

software generation. In addition to the configuration of general safety-

between deactivatable modules can be assigned replacement values in the

relevant settings, such as safe addresses and parameters, the certified function

TwinCAT 3 Safety Editor, so that, for example, the signal for an emergency

blocks available in the safety controller (including safeAnd, safeMuting) can

stop does not lead to downtime of the entire machine should a group be

be managed and connected in so-called function block lists.

deactivated. Recurring functionalities of the safety-related application can be
decoupled by user-defined FBs that can be instantiated as often as required.

Simplified creation of safety applications

For reusability in other projects or departments, user-defined FBs can be

As in all areas of automation technology, customer requirements for increased

grouped together in a library. This library can also be locked, so that the con-

machine safety functionality have grown steadily. These requirements are

tained user-defined function blocks can be used by other persons but cannot

implicitly transferred to the development environments as well, since new

be reviewed or changed.

features have to be created to adequately implement these complex applications. For this reason, Beckhoff has implemented a new Safety Editor for the

Decentralized safety projects

TwinCAT 3 development environment. The management of function blocks

With the introduction of a new generation of safety control solutions,

(FBs) in a function block list has been replaced by a user-friendly graphical

Beckhoff again initiated a revolution. The safety logic is integrated into all

editor. The desired safety application can be implemented in a function block

new safety-related I/O components, so that even a simple input component

diagram language as well as organized in networks for a better overview.

(such as the EL1918 TwinSAFE Terminal) can be used for safety control. This

Here, the function blocks can be freely placed and connected. Connections to

leads to a great variety of new architectures that can be implemented using

the periphery are realized by means of so-called alias devices. These represent

the TwinSAFE system.

an abstraction of safety-relevant input and output components and manage
all safety-relevant settings of the components.

In addition to the classic architecture for centralized safety control, the safety
project can also be distributed over several components. On the one hand, this

Starting with the full implementation of safety-relevant applications using

reduces the complexity of the central safety project – if it still exists – and

the TwinCAT 3 Safety Editor, the functionality of the Safety Editor has been

on the other hand, independent modules can be developed, validated and

extended with each new version of the TwinCAT 3 development environment

verified. Additional tools have been created to make this easy to manage and

by additional tools for easier handling of validation, verification and testing.

implement in TwinCAT 3. The so-called multi-download feature allows several

In this way, a safety application can be tested offline with the debugger tool

safety projects to be updated with just a few clicks on the safety controllers

completely without a hardware connection or with the aid of TwinCAT 3

in the TwinCAT environment. The new multi-setting functionality ensures that

EtherCAT simulation with a simulated hardware connection from a functional

a single safety project can be used for several target systems. Within the

point of view. This saves time and costs later during the actual commissioning

safety project, the differences between the individual instances (e.g. different

phase. Apart from these tools, additional mechanisms have been introduced

timings) are recorded in a multi-setting file, whereas the basic implementation

to expand and simplify the modularization functionality of safety-related

of the safety application is defined only once for all target systems.
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TwinCAT and TwinSAFE can be used
to meet all safety requirements, from
stand-alone safety controllers to distributed safety applications.

Stand-Alone

Compact
Controllers

Classic
Architecture

Distributed
Control

For safety-related drive technology, a TwinSAFE Motion Wizard was introduced for the first time, which enables the intuitive creation and configuration of safe drive functions. With just a few settings, safety projects can be
generated for a large number of real and virtual axes. The required motion
safety functions are available as sample implementations and only need to
be parameterized by the user so that the functions meet the requirements of
the respective machine.
Conclusions
With the introduction of the safety-oriented development environment
integrated into TwinCAT 3 and additional corresponding developments,

Dr. Martin Früchtl,
Safety Technology

Beckhoff has transferred the proven modularity and scalability of the
TwinSAFE system’s hardware level to the software level. The tools included
provide the technological foundation for the intuitive implementation of both
current and future requirements for safety applications.
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/te9000
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Platform-independent, efficient and expandable
visualization with TwinCAT HMI
The human-machine interface is subject to increasingly stringent requirements. A machine’s operator interface should
look appealing and reflect the corporate identity of the company. In addition, the user experience must meet modern
expectations, with optimized programming and development times. TwinCAT HMI meets all these requirements and
shapes the path for next generation HMIs.

Beckhoff was one of the first HMI providers to rely on HTML5 as the underly-

TwinCAT HMI Framework

ing technology instead of using a platform-dependent framework, as is often

Beckhoff has developed a specific framework so the web-based

the case. Regardless of the operating system used, a web-based HMI can be

user interface can also be run on devices with lower CPU perfor-

displayed on almost any platform. The only thing needed is an HTML5-capable

mance classes. The TwinCAT HMI Framework provides communi-

browser. The interface can be made to be responsive so that it automatically

cation to the development system and server, delivers a program-

adapts to the resolution and orientation of different displays – that is, to a panel,

ming interface for specific requirements and a comprehensive

tablet or smartphone.

control library. Standard controls are available that are optimized
for use as machine operating interfaces. In addition, controls can be used for

TwinCAT HMI (TE2000) is distinguished by its modular expansion options at all

easy display of multimedia content (video, audio and documents) as well as

levels. Application-specific controls and server extensions can be developed via

controls for charts and trend display.

programming interfaces. The product fulfills the common requirements for an
HMI starting from user management, message system, internationalization up

Specific controls for TwinCAT and TwinCAT HMI functionalities, such as the

to recipe management and recording of historical data. The product is divided

message system or recipe and user management, are also included. The TwinCAT

into HMI Creator, HMI Framework and HMI Server.

HMI Framework can be extended with custom controls based on well-known
web technologies such as HTML5, CSS, JavaScript and TypeScript. In addition,

TwinCAT HMI Creator

user controls can be created to combine existing controls and add logic with-

The TwinCAT HMI Creator provides the development environment. Similar
to TwinCAT 3, all tools are integrated in Microsoft Visual Studio®. Efficient

out programming. The display of the controls can be subsequently adapted

engineering is an important issue in HMI development. HMI Creator follows

specific display-relevant properties defined using a theme editor in the TwinCAT

the familiar approach of Visual Studio® graphical configuration in .NET/WPF.

HMI Creator. TwinCAT HMI Framework and Server functions are accessible via

This enables the development of HMI interfaces without the need for prior

an extensive API. The HMI Framework communicates with the HMI Creator and

knowledge of web technologies. However, experts still have full access to the

HMI Server via websockets. Interval times and access procedures may also be

project source code and can implement specific application requirements via

selected individually for the HMI server.

via “themes”. Graphics can be exchanged, CSS definitions can be adapted or

the programming interfaces. The HMI Creator provides a live view to test the
application in engineering or on the corresponding target device. This saves

TwinCAT HMI Server

time and enables direct access to helpful diagnostic tools of the browser.

To be able to support all required operating systems and architectures, Beckhoff

Collaborative teamwork is supported for common source code control systems

developed its own web server. The server can be used for Windows, Windows

such as Git or TFS.

CE and TwinCAT/BSD operating systems and is provided for x86/x64 and ARM
platforms. In addition, it acts as an application server for HMI and SCADA

The seamless integration of TwinCAT allows the development and testing of

applications. The functionalities are provided in server extensions and cover

PLC and HMI within one environment. The TwinCAT Automation Interface is

the typical HMI requirements regarding PLC data access, user management

also offered for TwinCAT HMI, allowing the automatic generation of the entire

and message systems. The message system of the HMI integrates the TwinCAT

TwinCAT project including I/O configuration, PLC code and HMI via a program-

Eventlogger and can read out the events on several local and remote systems.

ming interface (e.g., .NET). TwinCAT HMI supports Microsoft Nuget as a package

The user management of the HMI Server is based on an authorization concept,

management system in order to create packages for HMI components, such as

where the users are allocated to different groups. In addition, the HMI Server of-

control libraries or server extensions. These can be distributed via Microsoft's

fers the possibility of centrally logging users into an Active Directory via an LDAP

official Nuget server or on self-managed, on-premise Nuget servers.

server extension, so users can be managed company-wide at a central location.
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TwinCAT HMI can be used platformindependently – from smartphones to
customer-specific control panels.

Support for the TwinCAT ADS and OPC UA protocols means that all TwinCAT

of EtherCAT masters and slaves can be automatically generated via EtherCAT

devices and third-party systems can be easily connected to the HMI Server. Users

diagnostics and used for programming and service. In addition, TwinCAT HMI

can add their own extensions to easily map user-specific processes. These ex-

will include further components for Beckhoff products. HMI components are

tensions can access HMI Server functions via an extensive .NET standard API. In

already available for TwinCAT Analytics, TwinCAT Scope, TwinCAT Speech,

addition to the ability to connect multiple HMI clients and targets to the server,

TwinCAT Vision and XTS. HMI solutions for specific industries such as entertain-

multiple HMI servers can exchange data with each other. The communication

ment and stage technology, building automation, plastics and process industries

between HMI Server and Framework or additional servers is carried out via

are also available.

secure websocket connectors by default. Furthermore, custom certificates can
be added for encryption, and multiple HMI Servers can be started on one system
to centrally deploy multiple HMI projects.
Outlook
TwinCAT HMI is under continuous development in all product areas. Therefore,
efficient engineering is essential for reducing development costs. The TwinCAT
HMI project generator is used to create a HMI project after selecting the template and configuring the resolution and navigation structure. The templates

Sven Oberschmidt,
Product Manager
TwinCAT

were designed by professional designers so usability can be further optimized
in collaboration with application engineers and in specific customer projects.
The TwinCAT HMI Framework and its API will continue to be developed in the
future according to project requirements and customer needs. The control library
will be expanded with new controls that offer diagnostic functions. The topology

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi
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TwinCAT and EtherCAT enable particularly compact
and powerful PC-based controllers.

TwinCAT I/O and EtherCAT
offer a performance boost
A significant turning point for the I/O level of TwinCAT was the development and introduction of
EtherCAT in 2003. TwinCAT and EtherCAT not only share a common naming methodology, but
also complement each other to form a very powerful control system with powerful features that
will remain state-of-the-art well into the future.

Right from the beginning, the abstraction of the I/O level in TwinCAT has en-

The high synchronism and common time base of all EtherCAT devices also

abled the integration of different fieldbus systems. In addition to Lightbus, the

enables completely new properties in TwinCAT. For example, in order to ac-

first fieldbus technology developed by Beckhoff, TwinCAT already supported the

curately capture an axis position at a specific event, the input signal of the

fieldbuses relevant in automation technology as well as the typical PC interfaces

event had to be connected directly to the drive amplifier beforehand, since

such as the serial interface. The connection to different systems was realized via

only there was it possible to accurately calculate the corresponding position.

special plug-in cards in the Industrial PC, which supported the respective field-

With EtherCAT and the distributed clocks, any inputs and outputs can now be

bus protocols and established the corresponding physical connection. To achieve

used to calculate axis positions in such a way that the controlled machines

the best possible real-time properties, simpler plug-in cards without complex

can be operated quickly and much more precisely. TwinCAT provides special

internal processing were preferred, so the actual protocol processing could take

computation functions for this purpose, so that PLC conversions from axis

place in TwinCAT drivers and the TwinCAT real-time system. However, the quality

positions to time and vice versa can be performed for the past, the present

of the real-time connection differed significantly, depending on the fieldbus and

and the near future.

especially between different fieldbuses. In addition, the various plug-in cards
inevitably led to large IPC housings with corresponding slots.
All this has been factored into the development of EtherCAT. The IPC should do
without additional plug-in cards and use a powerful native interface – standard
Ethernet. All EtherCAT devices should be synchronized and have the same time
base – the distributed clocks. However, previously known fieldbus systems
are also very well integrated via gateway devices, as they automatically run
synchronously and are connected via powerful process data and demand data

Left: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT
Right: Dr. Dirk Janssen,
Head of Software Development

channels. EtherCAT replaces the previously required PCI slots and enables
significantly more compact IPC form factors. From the TwinCAT point of view,
many special drivers can be dispensed with since the gateways are part of the
standard EtherCAT I/O system. The best performance is naturally achieved by
I/O devices that are natively integrated as EtherCAT slaves, since they can do
without the implementation in the gateway.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tc1100
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
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Next level automation with eXtreme Fast Control,
TwinCAT and powerful hardware
eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) technology represents the perfectly balanced combination of Beckhoff hardware and software products in order to implement an incredibly fast control solution. An advanced Industrial PC, ultra-fast I/O terminals with
extended real-time features, the high-speed EtherCAT industrial Ethernet
system and TwinCAT automation software together enable I/O
response times of less than 100 μs.

XFC technology from Beckhoff enables I/O
response times of less than 100 µs

number of samples within one communication cycle.
Sampling rates of 200 kHz are thus easily possible even with
moderate cycle times.
Fast I/O components are another prerequisite to achieve very fast physical
responses on a machine. The fastest conversion of analog values and minimal
delay in digital terminals are necessary requirements for this capability, among
Whereas cycle times of 10 to 20 ms were state of the art not that long ago,

other things.

this could be reduced to 1 ms and less years ago with PC-based control from
Beckhoff. The prerequisites are a sufficiently powerful Industrial PC – i.e. the

TwinCAT offers comprehensive XFC support

control system – a high-performance EtherCAT fieldbus with deterministic tim-

The real-time implementation of TwinCAT enables the support of multiple tasks

ing and I/O components with expanded functionality that can convert signals

with different cycle times. The EtherCAT implementation in TwinCAT makes full

very quickly to make them available digitally. XFC opens up new possibilities

use of the communication system, enables the use of several independent time

to improve the quality of a machine and shorten response times. In addition,

levels and of distributed clocks. In particular, the different time levels ensure the

measurement tasks, such as for predictive maintenance or documentation of

coexistence of XFC and “regular” control tasks in the same system without the

product quality, can be easily integrated into machine control without the need

XFC requirements becoming a bottleneck.

for additional, cost-intensive special hardware.
With XFC, the fastest response times can be achieved. The TwinCAT library MoFour basic principles of XFC

tion Control XFC (TF5065) enables users to leverage these capabilities in motion

Distributed clocks are a foundational technology of XFC. Each EtherCAT device

control applications, e.g., in touch probe applications or software cam controllers.

with distributed clocks has its own local clock, which is automatically synchronized
with all other clocks within the EtherCAT network. Different communication delays
are compensated for so that the maximum deviation is usually less than 100 ns.
Timestamps are another basic technology through which the temporal resolution
and accuracy is no longer limited to the communication cycle. Timestamp data
types contain a timestamp in addition to their user data. This enables much more
precise information on the time reference of the process date. This way, for exam-

Left: Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Manager TwinCAT
Right: Michael Jost,
Senior Product Manager I/O
systems and EtherCAT

ple, it is possible to transmit the precise time when an output is to be switched.
The switching command is then executed independently of the bus cycle time.
With the oversampling data types, XFC enables multiple sampling of a process
datum within one communication cycle. The oversampling factor describes the

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/xfc
www.beckhoff.com/tf5065
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TwinCAT Communications maximizes
performance and openness
An open control system such as TwinCAT primarily consists of core functions that make up the actual controls. These
include the real-time system as the foundation, the PLC as the programming platform for the system developer, motion
control and many other functions. Just as important, however, is the control system’s ability to communicate, which is what
makes the control functions usable and, above all, ensures the expandability of a specific application.

Initially, TwinCAT focused on two types of communication that enabled the

and can be reached via uniform addressing and a few defined services. ADS

basic functions of the PC-based software: cyclic I/O communication and

routers distribute the messages so that they reach their destination as quickly

acyclic demand data communication. Further communication channels were

as possible – regardless of whether it is purely software communication with-

added later to integrate the control system within a production line, the

in the controller or messages sent to other controllers or operating devices

factory and also the cloud.

via fieldbuses or TCP/IP.

Cyclic and acyclic communication

In the field of control communication, a wide variety of standards have evolved

In contrast to many other control systems that access the connected I/O

over time – and they continue to evolve. The abstraction of the I/O and ADS

devices directly from the PLC, TwinCAT relies on the more abstract model of

communication in TwinCAT makes it possible to easily create corresponding

process images for cyclic communication. Each functional unit that cyclically

gateways and implement the native procedures of the respective standards.

exchanges I/O data has a logical process image that contains its correspond-

These gateways can be implemented as a pure software solution or with

ing variables – regardless of the actual destination of the data. Only linking

hardware support. Currently, gateways are available for almost all relevant

the variables (e.g. a PLC variable with the I/O variable of a fieldbus) can

communication standards in the control environment. Users can create their

define the relationship for a specific application. Then the system calculates

control programs independently and only then have to define the specific

the resulting copy actions between the process images – the so-called map-

communication paths and standards used by configuring them appropriately.

ping. This special communication technology enables the application logic
to be developed independently of the actual hardware used and offers users

Cloud communication

the necessary flexibility – especially in the case of series machine building.

In recent years, the connection of the controller to systems that are not
directly located in the customer enterprise network has continued to gain

The individual functional units of a control system also exchange demand

importance. With cloud communication, for example, digital twins can be

data that can trigger certain events or read out and display states. As part of

integrated, which reflect the system status, or enable system access from

this acyclic communication, for example, the PLC triggers the start of an axis

outside. Additionally, common cloud servers can be used to evaluate control

during motion control, a parameter of a fieldbus device is changed or certain

data, among other things, in order to carry out predictive maintenance or

PLC variables are displayed on the user interface. Here, too, the introduction

optimizations. In this area, communication standards from the control envi-

of a general and continuous form of communication – the Automation Device

ronment (e.g. OPC UA) compete with those that are common in the general

Specification (ADS) – has laid the foundation for flexible and expandable

IT world (e.g. MQTT and JSON). What both have in common is that security

data exchange. Every logical and real functional unit inside and outside the

topics are much more in the foreground than in the direct machine environ-

controller, e.g. in intelligent fieldbus components, is part of the ADS network

ment, such as authentication, assignment of rights and encryption.
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TwinCAT controllers can communicate in
all directions in a wide variety of ways.

TwinCAT
ERP

HMI

XAE

3rd Party
Controller

PLC

MC

I/O

Drives

Local
Cloud

…

Plant
Cloud

TwinCAT

Sensors

However, cyclic and acyclic control-related communication can also be used

Overall, the communication requirements for modern controls are very di-

sensibly in the cloud environment. Specially compiled process images that

verse. They range from highly synchronous, fast process data communication

include cycle-synchronous information directly from the controller enable de-

to cloud communication with standard IT servers. PC-based control systems

tailed analysis and can efficiently provide training data for machine learning

have a clear advantage here, as they have the necessary Ethernet interfaces

systems. In the area of demand data, data exchange via IT standards is in

and can easily integrate other fieldbuses via EtherCAT gateways. Within

many cases preferable to those of the more specialized automation methods,

the factory or in the cloud, IT standards are available that enable safe and

since it is then possible to communicate natively with the general services of

efficient controller integration with general IT and make advanced services

the cloud provider. Then, however, this requires a corresponding implemen-

available.

tation in the controller or an upstream device (e.g. an edge device). ADS over
MQTT, which was introduced a few years ago, makes it very easy to use ADS
communication in the cloud to access more specific data and functions from
the cloud. Among other things, this enables a direct connection between a
controller (runtime) located anywhere in the world and a local engineering
system – without complicated VPN connections to the respective operator
network.
MQTT, as a lean communication protocol, uses data intermediaries – called
brokers – to transport the data packets. General authentication and encryption mechanisms commonly used in IT are available to enable secure
connections worldwide. Broker-to-broker communication can also be used to

Dr. Dirk Janssen,
Head of Software
Development

route the data stream in such a way that, on the one hand, configuration is
facilitated, and, on the other, the actual data can also be monitored by the
plant operator. For example, an intelligent field device can send diagnostic
data to the manufacturer of the device via the system operator’s broker so
that he or she can examine the data in unencrypted form and then forward
it in encrypted form.

More information:
ADS: www.beckhoff.com/tc1000
I/O: www.beckhoff.com/tc1100
Connectivity: www.beckhoff.com/tf6xxx
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The TwinCAT real-time extension
for Windows
PC-based control is the combination of generally available technology from the IT
world with specialized functions for automation technology. In this way, automation
technology can participate in the rapid development of hardware and software in
the IT world, and at the same time use the available computing power for automation tasks. A standard operating system and standard PC hardware are used for
this purpose. The de-facto standard for operating systems in the business sector is
Microsoft Windows, which has been upgraded for automation technology with a
powerful real-time extension and TwinCAT.

Ramon Barth,
Director of Software Development,
System, HMI and Real-time

Windows provides extensive software support for hardware components

was used in such a way that a proper function of the Windows NT system was

available on the market. However, an essential prerequisite for automation

given at any time. The implementation was validated with the help of Microsoft

technology is the processing of programmed functions in real time. Windows

employees in a Microsoft lab in Paris. Real-time measurements with an external

is “by design” not real-time capable, i.e., a long print job, for example, can

hardware oscilloscope showed a deterministic occurrence of the timer interrupt

cause significant delays in the execution of other functions (delta t > 500 ms).

with low jitter in the programmed intervals.

500 ms latency may not even be noticed on an office PC, but usually means a
catastrophic failure for a controller system.

The basis for the deterministic processing of the highest priority interrupt in
the Windows NT system is the general interrupt handling of the NT kernel. The

Due to its general availability, widespread use and stability, Beckhoff selected

Windows NT interrupt concept provides that interrupt service routines (ISR)

the Microsoft Windows NT operating system (then NT 4.0) for its PC-based

process hardware interrupts only for a very short time, acknowledge them

control technology in 1996. Drawing on the experience of many years of the

and move longer processing processes to the lower-priority level of “deferred

real-time solution under MS-DOS, a real-time extension for Windows was de-

procedure calls” (DPC). This ensures that interrupt service routines do not

veloped. The goal was to extend a generally available, widely used operating

block each other or else, block each other only very briefly.

system with real-time functions for use in automation technology. The idea
was that the real-time functions – such as a PLC – should appear like a printer

Switching between Windows and real-time context

driver to the operating system. This approach has been and continues to be de-

A patented property of the TwinCAT real-time solution is what the company

veloped across all versions of Windows, including Windows 10. Beta versions

refers to as the “double tick”. Thus, two interrupts are triggered for each real-

of Windows 11 with TwinCAT are currently being tested in the development

time interval. An interrupt is used to switch from the Windows context to the

lab and by the first customers.

real-time context with subsequent execution of the real-time scheduler. The
second interrupt switches back to the Windows context after a programmable

In the beginning there was the timer interrupt

timespan. This process is repeated at the programmed interval of the base

The foundation of PC Control technology from Beckhoff is the central timer

time. In this way, two underlying time slices are created, each of which is used

interrupt, from which all time-controlled functions are derived. The main

by Windows functions and TwinCAT real-time functions. In the example of a

function of the timer interrupt is the cyclic activation of the TwinCAT real-

base time of 1 ms with an 80/20 split, this means that 800 µs are available

time scheduler, whose tasks execute the required real-time functions of the

for TwinCAT real-time applications in each millisecond and 200 µs remain

automation system.

for Windows activities. The base time and the split between Windows and
TwinCAT are configurable. The aforementioned PC Timer 0 is ideally suited for

The central timer for Windows NT on a 1996 PC was the PC Timer 0 of the Intel

this operating mode, since the interval time can be programmed one cycle in

8254 timer module. For the proof of concept, the interrupt of the PC Timer 0

advance and the transfer of the new time value takes place without offset.
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CPU time distribution for
shared cores and isolated
cores
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With the double tick, the computing time on a single processor core can be di-

would not be possible. The multi-core support in TwinCAT offers two different

vided in such a way that timing functions necessary for Windows are retained

operating modes:

and Windows cannot be “stalled” by an excessively high real-time load. For

–

example, Windows communication via a serial interface works perfectly even
with higher baud rates, which would not be possible without the double tick.

Shared Cores: TwinCAT shares a core as described above, and unused computing time of the TwinCAT context is allocated to the Windows context.

–

Isolated Cores: In this case, the Windows configuration limits the number
of cores available for Windows. The remaining cores are detected by

The example of the PC Timer 0 shows the best-possible utilization of the PC

TwinCAT and can be activated during the TwinCAT configuration. This ope-

system’s resources by TwinCAT. However, PC architecture has evolved very

rating mode can further improve the determinism of the timer interrupt

quickly over the years. PC Timer 0 is no longer available on modern PCs wit-

and reserves 100% of the computing capacity of the designated core for

hout legacy support. With the introduction of dual- or multi-core systems, the

TwinCAT real-time tasks.

use of the timers of the i8254 in TwinCAT, for example, was replaced by the
timers of the LAPIC (Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) on a

Conclusion and outlook

core. The cache architecture and its optimal use play a significant role in the

Over the last 25 years, the TwinCAT real-time kernel has developed from a

available CPU computing power. To this end, TwinCAT has been adapted and

timer interrupt with connected scheduler to a real-time system that optimally

continuously optimized over the years in cooperation with CPU manufacturers.

supports the latest 64-bit CPU architectures with regard to automation

TwinCAT Scheduler

technology. Standardized APIs such as OpenMP as well as debugging with
Visual Studio® are supported. With the aid of the TwinCAT Real-time Monitor

For the allocation of computing time in the real-time context, TwinCAT uses

(TE1010), the time behavior of tasks, semaphores and other resources of the

a scheduler that can currently manage up to 65,535 tasks. The first version

real-time system can be recorded and displayed with microsecond accuracy.

of the scheduler from 1996 supported 64 tasks, which were mainly used for
PLC and NC.

Beckhoff has currently started to deliver the alternative operating systems
TwinCAT/BSD (combination of FreeBSD and TwinCAT real-time kernel) and

With the introduction of multi-core technology, the scheduler was also requi-

TC/RTOS (combination of FreeRTOS and TwinCAT real-time kernel). Other

red to distribute real-time control tasks efficiently across the cores configured

combinations may follow in the future – in any case, there will be many more

for TwinCAT. This made scheduling much more complex. In particular, scalabili-

implementations of TwinCAT on new hardware and operating systems.

ty over a larger number of cores (> 16) was a challenge. The TwinCAT real-time
scheduler currently supports up to 256 cores, which is a unique selling point in
the automation industry. Without multi/many-core support, computationally
intensive applications such as XTS, XPlanar or real-time image processing

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/te1010
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TwinCAT offers optimal coordination
of runtime and operating systems
Windows 2000
Windows NT 4.0

1996

Windows XP

2000

2001

2003

2004

2006

Chronological overview showing TwinCAT’s support of wide ranging operating systems

Windows CE .NET 4.2

Windows CE 6.0

Windows CE 5.0

Since the execution of the TwinCAT Runtime is closely related to the hardware

Supported operating systems

used, it must be optimally adapted to the respective CPU platform. In turn,

In 1996, the first TwinCAT version was released that ran on the basis of a

the runtime also provides access to the hardware itself (Ethernet controller,

Windows NT 4.0 operating system. Since then, TwinCAT could be run with

fieldbus interfaces, NOVRAM, etc.). It therefore provides some drivers for exe-

any newer version of the Windows NT kernel. While the “NT” eventually dis-

cution and is a small kernel in its own right. However, to make the well-known

appeared from the operating system names, the Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7,

“convenience functions” of a PC available, such as user input with mouse and

8 and 10 operating systems still used a so-called NT kernel.

keyboard as well as screen display, many additional drivers and components
are required. In order to avoid unnecessary load on the TwinCAT Runtime, the

Starting in 2003, Beckhoff also supported Windows CE. This operating system

functions of a standard operating system are used for this purpose.

had the advantage of having a much smaller footprint and could fit on a
small CompactFlash card with just 64 MB of memory. This was the preferred

Operating systems manage the resources of the PC and provide user input,

storage medium for the first Beckhoff Embedded PCs of the CX series, which

among other things. They also provide file systems for easy data storage. In

delivered compact PC-based control in a DIN rail mounted format. Up to this

addition, some standard network protocols are available for data exchange

point in time, large hard disks were necessary, which is why Industrial PCs

(e.g. SFTP, SMB) or for further functions (NTP, DHCP, ICMP/Ping). All these

had to be installed in correspondingly large housings. With the introduction

functions can be easily provided using the operating system, so that they do

of the CX series and Windows CE, another very successful product line has

not have to be implemented in the TwinCAT Runtime. It’s for all these reasons

been established in the Industrial PC (IPC) sector to date, especially since it

that TwinCAT Runtime requires a “host” operating system that takes care of

is now possible to run a “large” Windows 10 OS on Embedded PCs without

the PC “administration tasks.” This is the only way to provide a PC-based con-

any problems due to the increased processor performance and much larger

troller with the features users are familiar with – PC functionality combined

memory card storage.

with real-time capability.
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TwinCAT Runtime is the execution layer for programs developed using TwinCAT Engineering
(XAE). The runtime application provides the required environment for previously compiled
modules. TwinCAT Runtime is not only available for several CPU platforms (x86, x86-64,
ARM), but also for different operating systems (Windows CE, Windows 7, Windows 10,
TwinCAT/BSD, TC/RTOS).

Heiko Wilke,
Senior Product Manager
Embedded PC

Windows 7

2009

Windows 10

2011

2015

2019

Windows Embedded
Compact 7

2020

TC/RTOS

Due to customer requests, but also due to the obsolescence of Windows CE (now

Conclusions

renamed Windows Embedded Compact), Beckhoff introduced TwinCAT/BSD

All systems are based on the same TwinCAT Runtime – with all familiar fea-

as an additional operating system in 2019. TwinCAT/BSD is based on the in-

tures. Therefore, it does not matter which device you are working with. Over

dustry-proven and reliable open source operating system FreeBSD, which was

the years, TwinCAT has continuously supported newly introduced operating

adapted for TwinCAT Runtime. This means that users now have the option of

systems or operating system versions. The TwinCAT platform thus offers

choosing not only the “large” Windows 10, but also a compact and robust

a foundation built on reliability and long-term stability for automation appli-

operating system that serves as a successor to Windows Embedded Compact.

cations, regardless of the respective operating system used. Developments

Compared to Windows Embedded Compact, TwinCAT/BSD also offers numerous

with regard to virtualization will play an increasing role in the future and are

additional functions that would otherwise be reserved for the larger Windows

already supported by TwinCAT/BSD today.

operating systems, such as multi-core support and the installation of proprietary
and third-party software. Furthermore, TwinCAT/BSD enables docker containers
to be used in parallel with TwinCAT Runtime on a Beckhoff IPC for the first time.
This enables many new use cases and applications, especially in the areas of IoT
and edge computing.
In addition, TC/RTOS has also become available, which represents a combination of the TwinCAT Runtime with the FreeRTOS framework. This firmware
operating system has been specifically developed for microcontrollers and is
used, for example, in the CX7000 Embedded PC for use as a small controller.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-bsd
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IT security best practices in view at an early stage
The early decision to implement
TwinCAT on PC-based control systems with operating systems from
the IT sector proved advantageous
for IT security, because all functions
originally developed for mass market IT systems were readily available for use with TwinCAT. Other
control technologies with proprietary firmware, on the other hand,
only started to develop security features in a holistic manner after the
Stuxnet malicious computer worm
was discovered.
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Management

Third-Party
Components

PSIRT

Development lifecycle with IT security

Security functions can only be effective if they are planned for and deployed

process for handling and publishing security vulnerabilities. Beckhoff estab-

in a system efficiently. Beckhoff products provide a solution with continuously

lished its own Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT) at an early

expanded security guides for IPCs, which now cover several operating system

stage, with secure communication channels to customers, security analysts

generations. In addition, a lifecycle has been established for these products,

and national and international bodies that coordinate the handling of security

with IT security ensured from product conception to discontinuation. This life-

issues. The IT security platform CERT@VDE from VDE Verband der Elektro-

cycle is continuously reviewed and improved. Security properties in products

technik Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V. (German Association for Electrical,

have been created along with other processes for the benefit of the user.

Electronic & Information Technologies) was launched with the support of

Development tools from Beckhoff support engineers in related projects, e.g.,

Beckhoff. Via this platform, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in

through Source Control in TwinCAT Engineering (TE1000).

the field of automation technology can receive support on IT security issues.

Product features include, for example:

However, the TwinCAT philosophy is not only about functions and processes,

–

Encrypted protocol Secure ADS for communication between all instances

but also about principles: During further development, existing and new

of TwinCAT

default settings are designed in such a way that they are already “secure”,

Communication protected via security protocols such as TLS for TwinCAT

following the principle of Secure by Default.

–

IoT Communication (TF6701)
–

Mechanisms for intellectual property protection of source code and
projects in engineering and at runtime via software protection

–

Communication protected by the HTTPS protocol for TwinCAT HMI
(TE2000)

Torsten Förder,
Product Management
TwinCAT, Security

In TwinCAT OPC UA (TF6100), almost all security functions of the associated
standard are implemented as well.
These product features contribute to IT security, along with real-world processes in the entire supply chain. As a trusted supplier, Beckhoff regularly
provides customers, for example, with information about operating system
updates that have been tested for compatibility with TwinCAT 3, as well as a

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/secguide
www.beckhoff.com/secinfo
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Efficient OPC UA applications with TwinCAT
A fundamental challenge of Industrie 4.0 and IIoT (Industrial
Internet of Things) applications is the secure, standardized
exchange of data and information between devices, machines
and services – even across industry boundaries. OPC UA is the
industry standard for manufacturer- and platform-independent communication and it can be used extremely efficiently
with TwinCAT.

Beckhoff adopted OPC UA at an early stage and firmly anchored the communication technology in a wide range of products: the company’s first OPC
UA server software was presented as early as 2006, which was then officially
offered as a TwinCAT supplement starting in 2007 and could be used in the
first customer projects. The diverse application possibilities of OPC UA are
also reflected in the Beckhoff product portfolio, with products ranging from
Industrial PC diagnostic options and access to TwinCAT real-time data provided via OPC UA to the connection of OPC UA devices to the TwinCAT HMI
visualization system and even to the cloud. In addition, the EK9160 IoT Bus
Coupler is a hardware device that enables direct, simple and secure access to

OPC UA combines specifications that have been developed in close coopera-

I/O terminals via OPC UA.

tion between manufacturers, users, research institutes and industry consortia
to exchange information securely in heterogeneous systems. With the under-

Beckhoff pioneered open standards in automation for many years, so that

lying object model, production data, alarms, events and historical data can

customers benefit from highly extensive interoperability between Beckhoff

be integrated in just one OPC UA server. The security mechanisms of OPC UA

devices and third-party products. Our unwavering commitment to OPC stan-

ensure the integrity and encryption of exchanged data and allow authentica-

dardization is essential for this and thus, the products are examined every year

tion of clients and servers. The aforementioned mechanisms have been rated

for appropriate interoperability and stability. Beckhoff is highly active in the

as very reliable by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI).

further development of OPC UA through participation in the various working

However, OPC UA is not only a communication protocol, but also enables the

groups of the OPC Foundation and the VDMA, e.g., for the Companion Specifi-

modelling and mapping of systems in the so-called OPC UA namespace by

cations from individual industries. All insights gained are directly incorporated

means of an extensible information model.

into new product development.

Cloud

OPC UA applications supported
by the Beckhoff automation system
C60xx series
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Sven Goldstein,
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf6100
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© Changi Airport Group Singapore

TwinCAT flexibly adapts to
diverse industry requirements
Entertainment industry

entertainment industry on one universal platform.

For the entertainment industry, Beckhoff offers a

In many of the applications, the proven high perfor-

comprehensive automation system, which is suit-

mance of TwinCAT, especially with EtherCAT as the

able to realize almost any artistic idea and every-

fieldbus system, is an important feature for users.

day task in entertainment engineering: with rapid

In kinetic art applications, such as Kinetic Rain with

creativity-to-technology translation it enables users

1,216 synchronized servo axes, TwinCAT NC is used

to create the ultimate guest experience in any type

with up to 255 axes per controller and is therefore

of entertainment venue. The heart of this system is

the technical foundation for making many projects

TwinCAT, with support for a multitude of specific

possible in the first place.

interfaces such as sACN, QSC, ArtNet, SMPTE-Timecode, AES70, PosiStageNet and PJ-Link. This forms
the basis for integrating all technical systems of the

© Siteco

“Kinetic Rain” at Changi Airport in Singapore

Intelligent lighting control in Beckhoff Bus Terminal

Building automation

in the PLC. With TwinCAT 3 BACnet (TF8020), the

TwinCAT 3 Building Automation (TF8040) is the

BACnet protocol is fully integrated in TwinCAT 3 and

latest and most comprehensive software package for

also supported by the TF8040 PLC library. With the

building automation. It enables system integrators

TwinCAT 3 Lighting Solution (TF8050), Beckhoff offers

to implement all heating, ventilation and air condi-

a software extension that can be configured in Excel,

tioning (HVAC) projects, as well as room automation.

making it easy to manage, commission and maintain

Application templates support the familiarization

large lighting systems. It integrates all typical lighting

with and application of TwinCAT in building auto-

controllers and supports an unlimited number of DALI

mation. In the process, the high requirements of

lines. The solution is fully web- and HTML-enabled and

modern buildings are met, creating the necessary

scalable for decentralized operation. Quick function

conditions for safe and energy-efficient operation.

changes, addressing and extensions are possible

TwinCAT HMI Building Automation contains matching

during ongoing operation, as are DALI-line-indepen-

controls that are optimally adapted to the templates

dent groupings.

Packaging machines

The cam plate, register mark detection and modulo

PC-based control with TwinCAT and EtherCAT as the

functions directly integrated in TwinCAT are predes-

communication system result in a control solution

tined for this. Function blocks for HFFS and VFFS are

for highly efficient, flexible and low-waste packaging

also available as standard. Another advantage is the

machines. Ideal for applications where high speed

support of industry-specific requirements according

and precision are essential, it enables the optimal

to the OMAC, Weihenstephan standards and PackML,

synchronization of all process and motion control

among others. A corresponding team at Beckhoff

sequences, accelerating the workflow and minimiz-

ensures, for example, that the technologies are com-

ing the packaging material consumption. TwinCAT

pliant with PackML.

© Packfeeder; Ivan Raga Photographer

production facilities

TwinCAT also for packaging processes with XTS

contributes to the stable implementation of all
individual process steps with optimally coordinated
software interfaces and in-depth industry expertise.
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PC-based control – and TwinCAT software specifically – represent a universal control technology that is ideal for use
in a wide range of applications. However, requirements that are indispensable for specific industries are also covered,
e.g. through precisely tailored extensions in TwinCAT Functions. The following industry examples illustrate the wide
range of applications for PC-based control and TwinCAT.

Wind turbines

and react to system events and malfunctions and to

From the numerous application developments for

control and regulate subsystems such as pitch and

wind turbines, a comprehensive software base has

converters. The system can be operated on-site or

evolved at Beckhoff, from which the TwinCAT 3

remotely, but all information is evaluated and record-

Wind Framework (TF8310) emerged. It provides

ed during permanent and unattended operation to

industry-specific knowledge in the form of modules,

enable subsequent analysis. For this, the framework

libraries and an application template. The framework

integrates direct connection to an SQL database and

is optimally adapted to the modular hardware design

communication via IoT protocols.

of modern wind turbines and supports development,
© aerodyn

programming and operation as well as comprehensive data management. Thus, the modules can be
used for all basic software functions, e.g. to detect
Modular aeroMaster technology with the

Plastics machines

to precise motion control, this also requires the alter-

In the plastics industry, TwinCAT is used in various

nating control of pressures. The technology software

application scenarios, both as a general engineering

for plastics machines supports these mechatronic

platform and as the basis for the specific Beckhoff

systems on the basis of TwinCAT NC or the TwinCAT

technology software to control plastics processing

Hydraulics Library (TF5810). Furthermore, there is a

machines. TwinCAT perfectly controls and optimizes

special temperature controller optimized for sluggish

real-time processes, such as the rapid switcho-

control systems such as extruder cylinders. Indus-

ver of holding pressure. TwinCAT combined with

try-specific Industrie 4.0 applications are realized

high-performance EtherCAT communication enables

according to the OPC UA-based Euromap standards.

ultra-fast signal processing while monitoring the

TwinCAT OPC UA (TF6100) establishes the platform

pressure curve during injection processes. Non-linear

for implementing these Companion Specifications.

© Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd.

TwinCAT 3 Wind Framework

gear functions such as toggle levers or knee levers
are frequently used in plastics machines. In addition

High-precision control technology reduces raw

Process industry

production systems. It contains a vendor-neutral,

Along with developing suitable EtherCAT Terminals

functional description for the automation of process

for the process industry, TwinCAT has also been

modules that are integrated into higher-level process

expanded accordingly. The HART communication

control systems. TwinCAT MTP (TF8400/TF8401) im-

protocol is widely used in the process industry for

plements this concept and, through an engineering

bidirectional data exchange with field devices and

extension, offers the possibility for efficient module

also for their configuration and parameterization

development and subsequent export of the MTP. The

based on the FDT/DTM concept. TwinCAT has been

engineering already provides a large part of the con-

enhanced in such a way that the DTMs can be in-

trol code through automatic code generation, which

tegrated into the engineering process without the

is based on an MTP-specific PLC library.

© Beckhoff

material consumption in plastic injection molding

need for additional software. The use of Module Type
Packages (MTP) is a modern approach to modularize
automation systems and increase the flexibility of

TwinCAT MTP for modularization of process equipment

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/industries

